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Introduction 

This thesis deals with the dielectric and absorbing properties at microwaves (x-band) of epoxy resin 

filled nanocomposites. Three different carbonaceous nanofillers were used in the experimental: 

carbon black (CB), carbon nanofibers (CNF) and carbon nanotubes (CNT). Moreover, various 

dispersion processes of nanofiller in the resin were tried, in order to analyze the effect of filler 

distribution on the dielectric properties of the resulting composites. Permittivity was measured 

using a vector network analyzer in x-band (8,2-12,4 GHz) using the waveguide method. Samples 

morphology was studied by FEG-SEM. Using the equivalent circuit analogy, a link between 

samples morphology and permittivity was attempted. The suitability of these materials as 

electromagnetic microwaves absorbers was finally assessed.  

In carbon black samples, realized using fillers with different specific surface areas, the filler 

distribution within the resin is very different, producing small short branched clusters when using 

high surface areas filler, and long thick and meandering aggregates in the other case. In both 

samples the clusters are close to cylindrical shape and may be seen as parallel cylinders capacitors 

in the resin. As a consequence, high surface area samples present lower values of real permittivity 

(that takes into account capacity of the system), due to the smaller length of capacitor plates, but 

higher imaginary permittivity (linked to conductivity and dissipations effects) because, as noted 

above, the clusters are closely spaced, permitting the activation of hopping and tunnelling 

conduction modes. CB samples showed good performances as EM absorbers, reaching a peak of -

38 dB using a sample 4 mm thick. 

In samples loaded with high aspect ratio (CNF and CNT) the key parameter is their dispersion in 

the resin. In CNF experimentation, despite the use of different methodologies, an unsatisfying 

dispersion was achieved, with the resulting microstructure made of aggregates. The EM 

measurements highlighted that the higher the number and the smaller the dimension of the 

aggregates, the higher are ε’ and ε”,for the same reason found in the case of CB. With CNT, 

instead, very good dispersions were achieved, by means of the aid of surfactants and of a more 

powerful sonicator. The results demonstrate again that permittivity is linked to microstructure, with 

the same trend established with the other type of nanofillers. Nevertheless, in this case, a new 

evidence was found highlighting that there is an optimum level of dispersion, above which  the 

CNT do not interact each other, resulting in very high ε’ and very low ε”, since dissipation through 

Joule effect is limited.  

The absorbing performance of CNF and CNT demonstrate that too much filler, or too much 

dispersion of it (i.e. Low ε”), bring to a mostly reflective medium, with low absorbing performance. 
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An optimum formulation needs, therefore, to be found for every system as a compromise among 

material composition, microstructure and thickness.  

 

 

Part of the experimental work (most of chapter 6 ) was carried out during the author secondment to 

Monash University (Clayton, Victoria Australia) under the supervision of Prof. George Simon. 
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1 Conducting polymer composites 

Loading a non conductive polymer with conductive filler, either particles or fibres, produces 

different grades of conducting polymers composites (CPC). The benefit of coupling the ease of 

manufacturing, flexibility of shapes and application, low density and low cost with electric 

conductivity make them very attractive in several applications from antistatic coatings [1] to smart 

materials applications, to emi shielding and absorbing materials. CPC have found relevance in 

electronic devices manufacturing, where they are employed as conductive adhesive and circuit 

elements. Their usefulness has been boosted by the introduction of the Restriction of Hazardous 

Substances Directive (RoHS) in Europe, and similar laws in the USA, that ban the use of lead from 

electronic devices since the first of July 2006. Commonly, these adhesives consist on silver powder 

dispersed into a variety of polymers (DC electrical conductivity inside CPCs is caused by the 

formation of a network of conductive particles inside the matrix, as better explained in the 

following §1.1), like silicone polyurethane, polyamide and epoxy, depending on the adhesive 

required performance in terms of heat resistance, flexibility, mechanical resistance, etc. usually such 

materials possess low electrical resistivity and high thermal conductivity [2, 3].  

CPC are also employed to produce regulators or sensors and also in electronic devices as fault 

current limiters in circuit protection [4, 5], exploiting their positive temperature coefficient of 

resistance. [6, 7]. When the CPC is heated above the design specification by the passage of a 

current, it swells resulting in the separation of conducting particles with a consequent increase of its 

electrical resistance. The regulator therefore shows two different electrical behaviours, as a function 

of the current: when the electrical current is close to the design parameter, the regulator shows low 

resistivity, when it increases above a certain level, the current flow is limited by the increase of the 

regulator resistivity. Commonly these devices are made of polyethylene matrix filled with carbon 

black. This kind of device can be found in pc or batteries against short circuit discharges.  

In civil engineering self-diagnosis materials, showing both reinforcement and sensor performance in 

concrete structures, use the same principle. The sensor/reinforcement, in fact, shows an increase of 

electrical resistance as a consequence of increasing stress and/or strain. Under these conditions, in 

fact, in self-diagnosis components made of carbonaceous nanofiller in thermosetting resin, the 

increasing of matrix strain yields to carbon particles separation, resulting in enhanced macroscopic 

electrical resistance. this, in turn, can be direclty correlated to the level of stress bored by concrete 

structure . such behaviour was proven in self-monitoring composites tested both outside and inside 

concrete [8, 9].  
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Chemical sensors use the variation of resistivity caused by the swelling of the matrix after a certain 

time of exposure, when it adsorbs organic chemicals. A good sensor is the one that can give 

different electrical conductivity for different vapours [10-12].  

Electromagnetic interferences (EMI) Shielding, electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection and 

microwave absorbing materials (MAM) are the major applications for conductive polymer 

composites. The first and latter of them are involved in electronic devices and environments 

protection and antenna decoupling. Shielding usually performs by reflecting the incident waves, 

sending them back in the medium from which they came from. To reflect the incident radiation, the 

shield must have mobile charge carriers (electron or holes) which interact with the electromagnetic 

fields in the radiation. Materials employed as shields need therefore to be somehow electrically 

conducting, even if a volume resistivity of 1 Ωcm is typically sufficient. EMI shields can therefore 

be made of either conductive materials, i.e. metals, or CPC, that can be employed even below 

percolation . EMI shielding is mostly employed to house electronic equipment, either to provide an 

electronic-noise-free environment, or shield other electronic components or workers from the noise 

and radiations generated [13-17].  

ESD requirements are less stringent, and they required lower surface resistivity. ESD is employed 

where there is a constant built up of static electricity, and thus a need to disperse it, as in airplane 

fuselages [1] and tires, conveyor belts and weaving machines, wherever a relative motion between 

dissimilar materials occurs [18, 19].  

Fig. 1-1 illustrates the typical ranges of surface resistivity of CPC and of their most common 

applications. 
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Fig. 1-1 Surface resistivity of conducting polymer composites and their most common applications. (Available f 

rom: http://www.rtpcompany.com/products/ conductive/index.htm.) 

 

Microwave absorbing materials, finally, provide a more efficient electromagnetic wave protection, 

since they do not reflect incident waves, but dissipate them through the material with virtually no 

scattering.  

 
Fig. 1-2 On the left shielding, on the right absorbing 

 

The mechanism of absorption is much more complex because it involves both the instrinic 

porperties of the component as well as its extrinsic characteristics, as geometrical shape and 

dimensions. from the material point of view, the dissipation of the energy associated to the incident 

waves requires the presence of electric or magentic dipoles able to interact with the electromagnetic 

fields. These dipoles are responsible for different polarization mechanisms, which occur in the 

material at difference frequencies (cfr. §2.1.1). CPC are ideal candidate materials to realize 

absorbing structures, thank to their versatility and possibility to insert dipoles by adding pure 

conductive, dielectric or magnetic fillers within the insulating matrix [20, 21]. barium titanate, for 

instance, was used as filler in polyurethane and polyaniline as matrix to produce 2,5 mm thick em 
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absorbing composites in [22]. peaks of 25 dB absorption at 11,2 GHz were obtained. More than 40 

db of attenuation at 8 GHz were obtained by[20] using abs as matrix and 30% vol of barium 

titanate. In [23] it is reported that 8% vol of in epoxy  in samples 6 mm thick yields 20 dB 

attenuation at 13 GHz. Hexaferrites were proposed as magnetic fillers: Co2Y-type hexaferrite 

(Ba2CuxCo2-xFe12O22, x=0,1) were employed as filler of rubber matrix leading to 35 dB attenuation 

in 3 mm thick samples[24]. the contemporarily use of a conductive and magnetic filler was 

proposed to [25]: a mix of magnetite, Co-Ti substituted hexaferrite and graphite gives a peak of 22 

db attenuation with 2 mm thick samples,. 

1.1 Distribution of filler into the matrix and its 

consequence on electric properties 

A very important parameter when dealing with EM properties of CPC is the distribution of filler or 

nanofiller within the matrix. Historically this feature has been investigated in the theory of 

percolation, i.e. the formation of a continuous network of conductive filler leading to dc 

conductivity.  

Dishovsky and Grigorova in [26] noted that CB concentration influences the EM properties of a 

filled polymer and that the best values of absorption are obtained just before the onset of 

percolation. One of the ways to explain the electrical properties of conductive particles filled 

polymers is percolation theory. Percolation started as a lattice model to study the statistical 

probability of fluid flowing through a static medium, it was then used to model the conductive 

behaviour against filler concentration [27]. Percolative behaviour can be recognised when, while 

increasing the filler content, there is a sharp decrease, in composite resistivity, (several orders of 

magnitude). The percolation threshold is then identified by the filler volume percent at the 

resistivity abrupt decrease. The abrupt change in electrical properties is caused by the formation of 

the so called “infinite cluster”, a network-like conductive pattern inside the composite that 

encompass the whole volume (Fig. 1-3). 
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Fig. 1-3 Percolation threshold and formation of infinitive cluster [19] 

 

Increasing the filler content above the percolation threshold produces just a slight variation in 

composite resistivity. If resistivity keeps decreasing after the percolation threshold in a significant 

way, it means that the three-dimensional conductive-network has not formed yet and conductivity is 

prevalently caused by tunnelling between close, but not in contact, filler particles. Tunnelling 

happens when particles are approximately 10 nm or closer [18, 28]. The relationship between 

current and voltage gives an indication of the type of mechanism active inside the composite [29, 

30]. If conductive filler inside the matrix touch each other the relationship will be Ohmic linear, 

instead when tunnelling is the prevalent mechanism, the relationship between current and voltage is 

best matched by a power law [30, 31]. 

Ways to lower the filler content need to be studied when designing EMI shielding materials since 

the best use of the filler means higher dielectric properties at constant filler ratio (cfr. §1.1.2) or less 

filler to achieve the desired values of permittivity. 

Percolation threshold, electrical and most important for EM application dielectric properties below 

the percolation threshold, depends on numerous factors including filler aspect ratio [32], 

conductivity, morphology [28], dispersion and distribution, affinity with the matrix [33], polymer 

matrix cristallinity [34] and surface tension, manufacturing, and eventual additives [34-37]. In the 

following some of these parameters will be shortly discussed. 

1.1.1 Influence of filler shape 

Percolation theory reports that above percolation a power law fits resistivity vs filler loading  
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( ) t
cvvρρ

−−= 0  (eq. 1.1) 

 

Where ρ  is the composite electrical resistivity (Ω cm) 0ρ  is a scaling factor (Ω cm, the scaling 

factor is needed since percolation theory is valid only assuming the matrix has zero conductance or 

the filler zero resistance), v  is the filler volume fraction and cv  is volume fraction at percolation. 

The critical exponent t  is related to the lattice dimension (i.e. if a 2D or 3D lattice developed/was 

studied), and varies between 1,65 and 2 for three-dimensional lattices [27, 38]. If the filler used is 

fibrous instead of spherical (i.e. CNF, CNT) the exponent is higher than 2 and in particular as 

reported in [39], close to 3. According to percolation theory, using spherical filling factors, a 

random packing in three dimensions, yields cv  around 16% volume fraction [28], fibrous fillers or 

high structure CB1 show cv  of only several percent or even less than one percent. Fig. 1-4 show the 

filler aspect ratio needed to achieve percolation by a certain volume fraction 

 

 
Fig. 1-4 percolation volume fraction vs filler aspect ratio [40] 

 

Percolation, as stated and shown in Fig. 1-4, can be drastically reduced using fillers with an aspect 

ratio >1. Fig. 1-5 shows graphically the consequences: 10% surface fraction of filler is randomly 

dispersed on a same surface plane, the effect of aspect ratio is substantial, while 10% volume is 

NOT enough to provide a percolating network of spherical particles, it is more than enough when a 
                                                 
1 The higher a CB structure the more complex and branched the shape of the complex agglomerate cfr §XX 
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fibrous filler is used. On a same filler basis, in fact, the high aspect ratio filler provides more 

occasions of contact among particles compared to the case of close to round fillers (aspect ratio 

close to 1).  

 
Fig. 1-5 10% surface of filler fraction , spherical particles (left) fibrous filler (right)  

 

1.1.2 Influence of resin, additives and manufacturing method 

Before dealing with the influence of manufacturing methods on the shape and performance of the 

conductive paths, it is useful to devote some words to the effect of resin on the resulting properties, 

of the CPC. Kato and Miyashita [34] determined that polymer cristallinity has a very high 

influence. CB is present only in the amorphous regions, thus increasing the local filler content 

easing the formation of a percolative network. On the same paper a remark about the influence of 

polar resins states that polar matrixes have better wetting properties and so give more conductive 

composites for the same filler weight. Cheah et al. [33] agrees with the previous mentioned paper 

about polar polymers, but they state that what matters, instead of taking just the absolute value of 

matrix polarity, is matrix-filler difference in polarity. Cheah also shows that to achieve good 

percolation values a good dispersion (the particles are not grouped together in big bundles) is 

needed but not a good distribution (the particles are evenly distributed inside the matrix). Moreover, 

quite surprising, it was found that an optimal distribution of filler inside the matrix may lead to 

worse electric properties. Grunlan et al. [37] tried the use of an additive to promote filer dispersion, 

but they found that the presence of smaller aggregates provide lower electrical conductivity at a 

higher percolation threshold. Schueler et al in [35] went further adding CuCl2 to lower the energy 

barrier that prevents the formation of bigger agglomerates that, from their point of view, help 

conductivity. Schueler also documented that high shear forces are enough to disperse CB inside a 

matrix and reach conductivity. In a later paper [41] even CNT were dispersed using just an 

energetic stirring. Instead of additives that help dispersion Yoon and co-workers [36] used additives 

that help conduction, via increasing hopping phenomena, γ-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APS) 
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and trimethoxy-npropylsilane (TPS) were tried. The former was proved to lower significantly the 

percolation limit. 

Another important aspect related to the nature of filler, which arises when dealing with fibrous 

fillers is their very strong agglomeration. Before insertion in the resin it is therefore necessary to 

disagglomerate the fibres. Many different methodologies were tried, among which there is the 

sonication method, which was chosen by the author for in this experimental work. Dispersion can 

be carried out via sonication directly in resin or previously in solvent. Song [42] produced two 

series of CNT/epoxy samples; in the former CNT were sonicated in resin, while in the latter a 

solvent was used to sonicate CNT and the resin was added later. The results from mechanical tests 

were controversial, while electrical conductivity showed important improvements by achieving 

good filler dispersion with solvent use. The nature of solvent, though, is important since it has an 

influence on the resulting properties of the composite, as in the case of functional groups formed in 

the cured epoxy [43]. Sonication can lead to the possibility of fibres cutting if not carefully 

performed in terms of time and power of sonication; to limit this bad evenience it was suggested 

that nanofibres doping may provide a better way to preserve the aspect ratio and integrity of fillers 

[44]. It is also important to remember that, when dealing with almost mono-dimensional fillers as in 

the case of CNF and CNT, there may be an orientation effect if the composite is extruded before 

curing.  

This very short overview evidences how many aspects and parameters must be taking in count 

when preparing nanofilled composites for electromagnetic applications. In the following paragraphs 

the main characteristic of any nanofiller used in this thesis, i.e. CB, CNF and CNT, will be briefly 

discussed. 

1.2 Main types of nanofillers 

1.2.1 Carbon Black 

Carbon black (CB) is widely used as a filler in several industrial process, such as a reinforcing 

filler, to improve dimensional stability, conductive filler, ultraviolet light stabilizer, antioxidant to 

prolong the lifetime of rubber, and pigment or colorant. CB is an amorphous form of carbon with a 

structure similar to disordered graphite: “When aromatic hydrocarbons are subjected to incomplete 

combustion at high temperature their molecules will dissociate through the rupture of C-H bonds. 

Subsequently, carbon atoms and aromatic radicals react to form layer structures composed of 

hexagonal carbon rings, which tend to stack in three to four layers, forming crystallographic 

structures” [45]. CB has a turbostratic structure, where the graphite layers are rotated or shifted 

horizontally [46] Fig. 1-6. 
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Fig. 1-6 CB graph planes [47]  

 

CB essentially consist of elemental carbon in the form of near spherical particle of colloidal size 

coalesced into particle aggregates and agglomerates. A CB particle is a small spheroidal non-

discrete component of a CB aggregate, particle diameters can range from less than 20 nm in some 

furnace grades to few hundred nm in thermal blacks. Several CB particles form a CB aggregate, a 

discrete, rigid, colloidal entity of coalesced particles, it is the smallest dispersible unit of carbon 

black, aggregates dimensions can range from as small as 100 nm to a few micrometers Fig. 1-7.  

 

 
Fig. 1-7 Schematic showing the distinction between carbon black particles and aggregate. 

Among several characteristics of CB, two influence the microstructure of the resulting CPC most: 

structure and specific surface area. Structure describe the complexity of the shape of the CB 

aggregates, they vary quite widely in morphology, from the large individual spheres found in some 

thermal black to small highly complicated, branched aggregates in high structure{Balberg, 

2002 #35}, high surface area CB [48]. The complex and varied shapes of the CB aggregates lead to 

the creation of voids between the aggregates in any sample of CB that are greater than the voids that 

would be created if the aggregates were simple spheres of equivalent size. It is this fact that has lead 

to the commonly used techniques of measuring internal void volumes as a means of indirectly 

assessing the shape, or “structure” or aggregates within a carbon black sample. In general the 

greater the measured internal void volume, the more complex, open, and branched the aggregates 

within a sample are and the greater the structure. The measurements are made using either 
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volumetric measurement under specific pressures or, more commonly, oil absorption 

measurements. In either case it is clear that this is a parameter of CB that has a significant influence 

on the compound in which the CB is dispersed. Increasing only the structure of CB used in a rubber 

compound will typically increase the compound’s hardness, viscosity, stress at high strain and wear 

resistance. The specific surface area is by definition the available surface area in square meters per 

unit mass of CB in grams, it also is a measure of porosity. 

 

 
Fig. 1-8 TEM micrography of low structure (N326) and high structure (N358) CB 

 

It is several years CB is used in EM application. A 35 dB shielding efficiency was reported in 1996 

[49] with a polypropylene sample loaded with 40%w CB at 10 GHz (sample thickness not 

reported). Another paper from 2000 [50] reports a SE of 20 dB in X-band as its best result when CB 

and ethylene-vinyl acetate were used, sample thickness was 3,5 mm. Absorbing materials were 

mostly studied to be used in military applications and as a consequence most of the research was 

classified, it is now finding their way into mainstream applications on mobile phones and other 

wireless gadgets. CB was the first filler used in such applications, such as [51, 52] that report 

respectively a 25 dB peak at 10,5 GHz with samples loaded with 10% CB and –30 dB at various 

frequencies  depending on the thickness. Barba [52] also provides a graphical way to understand 

how absorbing properties of a composite are not just influenced by filler loading but also from 

frequency and thickness Fig. 1-9. 
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Fig. 1-9 Influence of frequency and thickness on the absorbing properties of two different CB filled polymers 

[52] 

 

Wen et al. [53] used paraffin as a binder to test the absorbing properties of CB and catalysed CB 

and they achieved more than 20 dB attenuation at 16 GHz with a thickness of 6 mm. 

A paper that deals with RAS is [54] by Chin and Lee, they manufactured a single layer absorber 

that 2,93 mm thickness and loaded with 0,02%w of CB it achieves 55dB attenuation at 10,1 GHz., 

1.2.2 Carbon nanofibers 

Carbon nanofibers (CNF) and carbon nanotubes (CNT), are high aspect ratio conductive carbon 

nanofilles. It is possible to think of them as one-dimensional fillers, due to their high aspect ratio. 

CNF are much cheaper than CNT, have comparable electrical properties, less microstructural 

defects and lower density, they also are somewhat easier to disentangle but their diameter is bigger 

(CNF diameter ranges from tents to hundreds of nm) and often have lower aspect ratio [19, 55], 

which sometimes make them performance less efficient that those of CNT. 

1.2.2.1 CNF structure and properties 

As produced CNF have varying dimension, structure, mechanical, thermal and, most important for 

conductive polymers, electrical properties [56] Before post treatment CNFs are covered by a layer 

of amorphous carbon that render them less conductive: “Because the filaments tend to clog the rear 

of the reactor tube, eventually spending many seconds within the decomposing methane 

atmosphere, a layer of vapour-deposited carbon both thickens the individual fibres and cements 

them together in large clumps. The exterior layer of vapour-deposited carbon is not as graphitic as 
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the interior cylinder, and has graphene planes which are primarily longitudinally oriented” [57] 

(Fig. 1-10).  

CNF structure common features are a hollow core and graphite planes rolled parallel or at an angle 

around their axis [58, 59] (Fig. 1-10), the stacked planes are nested within each other. CNF are 

produced with different structures including bamboo-like, parallel and cup-stacked, the d-spacing of 

the graphene sheets was reported as 0.34 nm (the same as that in MWNTs and graphite platelets) 

[58, 60]. Single and double layer CNF morphology were identified by Uchida and al. [59], Fig. 1-11 

shows a double layer one where, a truncated cone inner layer structure is enveloped by an outer 

layer of planes of graphite parallel to the axis.  

 
Fig. 1-10TEM image of a Pyrograf CNF [57]. 
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Fig. 1-11 TEM image of a double layer CNF [58]. 

 

Fig. 1-12 shows a high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of a side-wall 

of a CNF (the inset is a schematic illustrating the structure of cup-stacked VGCNF). The nanofiber 

is clearly seen to have a hollow core surrounded by concentric cup-stacked planes.  

 
Fig. 1-12 HRTEM micrografy of cup stacked CNF [61] 
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Staked cups structure has a large number of reactive edges both inside and outside the nanofiber 

[61]. The way graphite sheets (about 3-5) fold at the end of the stacked cones structure is depicted 

in Fig. 1-13. Fig. 1-13a shows the structure of single layer CNF while Fig. 1-13b depicts a double 

layer one, HRTEM inset shows the graphite folds [19].  

 
Fig. 1-13 HRTEM and schematics of graphene loops that folds at the end of the angled graphene planes [19]. 

 

Recently CNF have been proposed for EM applications. Yang et al. [62] found a shielding 

effectiveness (SE) of 26 dB at 200 MHz with a 1,45 mm sample LCP loaded with 15%w of filler. 

Zhang [63] studied SE of polyesterpolyol loaded with CNF in K, Q, V bands, and obtained 35 dB at 

26 GHz and 60 dB at 75 GHz hinting at absorption contribution since increasing the thickness of 

the samples produced an increase in shielding. Lee [64] tried 40%w CNF filled PVA of just 30 µm 

thickness and compared it with a composite filled with the same quantity of CB: It was found that 

before thermal treating the CNF composite behaved worse than CB filled PVA, while after thermal 

treatment the SE of CNF was better than CB. Yang et al. [65] compared SE of CNF and MWCNT 

filled polymer in X band and found that SE of MWCNT was considerable higher than of CNF 

samples being the se of 5%w loaded samples at 10 GHz, of respectively 7,5 and 24 dB for CNF and 

CNT specimens. In a subsequent paper the same authors reached 21,9 dB SE in Ku-band, with a 

filler content in polystyrene of respectively 10%w CNF and 3%w CNT.  

1.2.3 Carbon nanotubes 

In the very last years, CNT had been a subject on the forefront of scientific research, with many 

researchers scrambling to find ways to get the most from their properties (electric, thermal and 

mechanic) that were predicted to be very high. as reported in [66], “CNT can be visualized as a 

sheet graphite that has been rolled into a tube. Unlike diamond, where a 3-D diamond cubic crystal 
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structure formed with each carbon atom having four nearest neighbours arranged in a tetrahedron, 

graphite is formed as a 2-D sheet of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal array. In this case, each 

carbon atom has three nearest neighbours. ‘Rolling’ sheets of graphite into cylinders forms CNT. 

The properties of CNT depend on atomic arrangement (how the sheets of graphite are ‘rolled’), the 

diameter and length of the tubes, and the morphology, or nanostructure. Nanotubes exist as either 

single-walled or multi-walled structures, and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) are simply 

composed of concentric single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT)” (Fig. 1-14)  

 

 
Fig. 1-14 Sketch of a single wall nanotube 

 

Multi-walled CNT are composed of a number of concentric single walled CNT held together with 

relatively weak van der Walls forces. The multi-layered structure of these CNT further complicates 

the modelling of their properties. 

The low density of CNT (between 1,3 and 1,75 g/cm2 [67]) high aspect ratio and extraordinary 

mechanical properties (tensile strength 50-500 GPa and modulus of 1500 GPa when SWCNT are 

considered, and 10-60 and 1000 GPa when testing MWCNT [68]) make them particularly attractive 

for reinforcement in composite materials. In general, the tensile modulus and strength of polymer-

rich CNT composites are found to increase with CNT loading, dispersion, and alignment in the 

matrix. However, the results at low CNT concentrations typically remain far behind the idealized 

theoretical predictions The gap between the predictions and experimental results arises from 

imperfect dispersion and poor load transfer. When the interfacial adhesion between the phases is 

weak, the CNT behave as holes or nanostructured flaws. Moreover, even modest CNT 

agglomeration impacts the diameter and length distributions of the filler and overall is likely to 

decrease the aspect ratio (a parameter in the models). In addition, CNT agglomeration reduces the 

modulus of the filler (another parameter in the models) relative to that of isolated CNT because 

there are only weak dispersive forces between CNT.  

The potential of CNT as conducting fillers in multifunctional polymer composites has been 

successfully realized. Several orders of magnitude enhancement in electrical conductivity, σ, has 

been achieved [69] with a very small loading, below 0.1 %w of nanotubes in the polymer matrices, 

while maintaining the other performance such as mechanical properties, low melt flow viscosities, 
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etc. A variety of applications are being pursued using these conductive composites: electrostatic 

dissipation [70], electrostatic painting [71], electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding [72], and 

transparent conductive coating [73] The percolation threshold for the electrical conductivity in 

CNT/polymer composites is influenced by several CNT characteristics most important among them 

aspect ratio, surface area and dispersion [42, 74], some authors suggest that shorter CNT and some 

agglomeration permits a lower percolation threshold [41].  

As noted above for CNF, disagglomeration and dispersion of CNT inside the matrix is a key issue 

in any field of application [60]. Different methods of manufacturing can be used to produce filled 

polymers and disperse CNT such as the ones described in [19, 43, 68, 75]. Permittivity in X-band 

highlights the effect of CNT type, manufacturing and filler dispersion on the dielectric properties of 

the resulting composite. For instance Wu et al. [76] reports a relative real permittivity of less than 6 

when an epoxy sample is loaded with 4,7%w, while Huang and co-workers [72] report a value of 25 

with a loading of 5%w of SWCNT. 

CNT have been used in shielding and absorbing applications, obtaining good results. 25 dB 

attenuation using epoxy filled with 15%w of long SWCNT at a thickness of 2 mm [72] and 16 dB 

when a polyurethane film loaded with 20%w is considered [77]. Umishita et al. [78] has measured 

the absorbing and shielding properties of MWCNT, their results are of about 20 dB attenuation for 

0,22%w at 5,8GHz, increasing the filler content they obtained 45 dB shielding with PEEK as a 

matrix and a thickness of 4 mm. Absorbing application are less frequently published since their 

interest lays mostly in military application and as such most of the results are classified, but what is 

published is very promising such as more than 30 dB attenuation of CNT dispersed in silicon oil at 

a concentration of 0,25%w [79]. A peak attenuation of 22 dB at 11,4 GHz using a sample 1 mm 

thick is reported in [80] , but they Do not report how much filler was used. An absorption peak of 

12 dB of attenuation on a sample 1,80 mm thick at 14 GHz is reported in [81] using polyester as 

matrix, but even in this case, the amount of filler used is not revealed. Multilayer absorbers and 

radar absorber structures (RAS) in form of composite sandwiches were also produced. RAS 

originate from the idea to reach valuable absorbing performance by exploiting wave interference. 

Such structures derive from specific electromagnetic design, that usually define a stacking sequence 

of layers, each one of which preset peculiar dielectric and/or magnetic properties and thickness. In 

[82] epoxy-glass fibres face sheets were loaded with CB and the polyurethane core was loaded with 

CNT, with the result that an attenuation of about 30 db were achieved. another example of RAS is 

the topic of [83], where a genetic algorithm is used to optimize the layers of MWCNT filled 

epoxy/glass fibres with a remarkable broadband absorption of more than 10 db over the whole X-

band and a peak of -30 dB at 9,5 GHz with an overall thickness of 3,4 mm. Another multilayer 
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absorbers RAS sandwich produced, in this case epoxy-glass fibres face sheets loaded with CB and 

the polyurethane core loaded with CNT, got an attenuation of around 30 dB [82]. 

1.3 Equivalent circuit analogy 

As outlined in §1.1 most of the research involving CPC was focused on lowering the percolation 

threshold, and scant attention was given till recently to other EM properties that are equally, if not 

more, affected by the morphology of filler networks inside the matrix. Nakamura [84] had shown 

that if a CPC is interpreted as an electrical equivalent circuit an increase in filler content increases 

its capacity and decrease its resistivity. In a successive paper [85] he suggested that dead branches 

of CB aggregates  in the resin may act as capacitors and may be the cause of dielectric relaxation at 

high frequency. Further along these lines, Farfán et al. [86] showed that CPC with various filler 

content below percolation show frequency dependent resistance, which is a typical capacitor 

behaviour. In its 2006 paper Saib et al.[32] found that conductivity is frequency dependent and 

there is a high capacitive coupling between filler particles. In this work three different filler types 

were tested, some of them were also used in different ways, producing a range of different network 

morphology. Dielectric results were then linked with the morphology as obtained by SEM analysis 

using an equivalent circuit analogy. The circuit analogy as outlined above interpret the CPC as a 

circuit composed of capacitors and resistances, rε ′  represent the ability of the material of store 

energy, it is then a measurement of the increase of equivalent capacitors inside the sample. These 

capacitors are produced by dead branches as suggested by Nakamura, but also by close spaced 

filler, in fact the value of capacitance is proportional to the surface of the conducting filler and 

inversely proportional to the distance among them. It is then safe to assume that the capacitance of 

the system increases when the surface area of the particles increases and when filler is better 

dispersed, since it creates new interface surfaces and so new capacitors, those capacitors will also 

have close spaced plates contributing even more to the increase in capacitance. The decrease in 

resistivity as the filler increases is indicated by rε ′′  and is influenced by the formation of more 

contacts between filler particles allowing a rapid dispersion of the charge by Joule effect. The 

author hopes to have provided compelling proof in the following chapter to prove that the 

equivalent circuit analogy is a useful way to link the sample microstructure with the dielectric 

properties. 
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2 Electromagnetic properties of materials: an 

overwiev 

In this chapter a quick overview of the major dielectric properties of the materials, linked to their 

microscopic characteristics, is proposed. Moreover some indications on the electromagnetic 

parameters measuring techniques will be given. Particular attention will be devoted to the 

description of the mechanisms of polarization, that are the physical basis of the origin of 

permittivity, and its variation in frequency. Such short dissertation is proposed since some of these 

concepts will be used in the discussion of the experimental results, where the nature and properties 

of the used nanofillers together with their dispersion inside the matrix will be ascribed as major 

feature affecting the permittivity of the composites. 

2.1 Intrinsic EM parameters 

A material is classified as “dielectric” if it as the ability to store energy when an external electric 

field is applied. Dielectric properties influence the absorbing and shielding properties of materials. 

Wave propagation inside materials is influenced by permittivity and permeability, since they 

influence electric (E) and magnetic (H) field strengths. The relation between electric and magnetic 

field and the media in which the wave propagate is through constitutive relations. They relate the 

electric displacement density D and the current density J to E, and the magnetic flux density B to 

H. in the case of free space D is collinear with E and B with H. 

 

ED 0ε=  HB 0µ=  0=J  

 

Where 0ε  and 0µ  are known as permittivity and permeability of free space, that present constant 

values of: 

 

12
0 108548 −⋅= ,ε  Farad/meter 7

0 104 −⋅= πµ  Henry/meter 

 

There is a wide class of materials, within which the above mentioned collinearity relations of the 

vectors D and J with E, and B with H are still valid, but they cannot be related by 0ε  and 0µ  alone. 

They can nevertheless be expressed as scalar relations: 

 

ED ε=  HB µ=  EJ σ=  
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Where ε , µ  and σ  are the permittivity, permeability and conductivity of the medium, those are 

the intrinsic EM parameters of the medium. Quite often the permittivity and permeability of the 

material are expressed relative to the free space constants 0ε  and 0µ . 

 

0εεε r=  0µµµ r=  

 

Where rε  is the relative permittivity or dielectric constant, and rµ  is called the relative 

permeability. 

To a given E the resulting value of D and B are different if the waves propagates in free space or 

through a medium. At the macroscopic level this is explained by the fact that ε  and µ  of the 

medium are different than those of the free space. On at the microscopic level this is explained by 

the fact that the medium is constituted by charged particles. When an electric or magnetic field is 

applied on a medium, the molecules and the atomic particles tend to align along the impressed field. 

This led to the concept of electric and magnetic polarization of materials. The electric polarization P 

is defined as: 

 

EP eχε 0=  (eq 2.1) 

 

Where eχ  is the electric susceptibility of dielectric medium. The magnetic polarization, or 

magnetization, is similarly defined in terms of mχ  the magnetic susceptibility of medium as: 

 

mM χµ0=  (eq. 2.2) 

 

The electric (or magnetic) polarization of the materials alters the electric displacement (or magnetic 

flux) density within a medium due to an impressed field. Thus the electric displacement density 

within a dielectric medium may be expressed as the superposition of the electric polarization on the 

free space 

 

( ) 1100 −=⇒+=+= ree EPED εχχεε  (eq. 2.3) 

 

The same can be written regarding mχ . 
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It is apparent that the electric displacement density and the magnetic flux density vectors D and B, 

corresponding to the free space fields, are linear. Hence, if the electric polarization P is linear with 

respect to E, and so also the magnetic polarization M  with respect to H, the corresponding 

expressions for D and B are also linear. Media obeying these conditions are said to be linear media. 

It is also possible that the polarization resulting from the applied field is not linear. Such media are 

identified as nonlinear in which eχ  and mχ  become non linear functions of E and H, respectively. 

Examples of such nonlinearity are frequently encountered in the cases of ferroelectric materials, e.g. 

barium titanate. 

The electric polarization P resulting from an impressed alternated electric field E in a medium tend 

to lag behind it. This can be mathematically represented by assuming a complex form for the 

electric susceptibility and hence the dielectric constant of the medium. 

 

rrr iεεε ′′−′=  (eq. 2.4) 

 

The real part of permittivity (rε ′ ) is a measure of how much energy from an external electric field is 

stored in a material. The imaginary part of permittivity ( rε ′′ ) is called the loss factor and is a 

measure of how dissipative or “lossy” a material is to an external electric field.  

It includes the effect of both dielectric loss and electric conductivity. Being the two related by  

 

2 fε π σ′′ =  (eq. 2.5) 

 

Commonly, in everyday practice, the electromagnetic performance of a material  is represented by 

the loss tangent tanδ  which is the ratio ofε ′′  to ε ′ . 

 

tan
εδ
ε

′′
=

′
 (eq. 2.6) 
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Fig. 2-1 Graphic representation of relative permittivity ( εr) and it relationship with real (ε’) and imaginary (ε”) 

permittivity through δ [1] 

 

In the present thesis this term is almost completely omitted since it is not the most appropriate in the 

discussion of the results to establish a clear correlation between the single ε’ and ε” term and the 

material microstructure. 

A similar expression can be obtained from the magnetic polarization M  as: 

 

rrr iµµµ ′′−′=  (eq. 2.7) 

 

The imaginary parts of relative permittivity and permeability are related to the polarization losses 

within the medium. Yet another loss mechanism is due to the finite but small conductivity of the 

dielectric medium. All those materials where either of the two mechanisms result in an appreciable 

loss of energy are said to be dissipative or lossy. Otherwise the medium is a nondissipative one. 

Other important definitions that derive from ε  and µ  are homogeneous when the intrinsic 

properties remain invariant regardless of spatial coordinates; dispersive in which ε  and µ  are 

frequency dependent; isotropic when they are independent of direction. 

2.1.1 Microscopic approach to permittivity 

As just introduced above, the macroscopic effect of the reduced intensity of the electric field E 

inside the dielectric material has a microscopic explanation in the polarization of the medium. 

Metals are typical conductors, their microstructure is characterized by long range order and atoms 

placed in specific places on the reticular lattice, the energy that binds the electrons to the nuclei 

(band) is low enough to allow some of the electrons in the outer orbit to escape. These “free” 
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electrons provide plenty of charge transport, when an electric field is applied they will move in an 

orderly way (electric current). 

Dielectric materials have electrons bind much more tightly and the energy needed to get them 

unstuck is high, thus they are not free to move when an electric field E is applied and there will be 

no electrical current flowing through then in this condition. What the applied electric field causes on 

the dielectric material is the creation/orientation of electric dipoles present inside the material, 

leading to four different polarization mechanisms, orientation, electronic, atomic and interfacial 

polarization. 

2.1.1.1 Orientation polarization 

Some molecules have permanent polar dipole moments, due to the way they combine when forming 

(e.g. water). The rearrangement of electrons caused by the chemical link may cause an imbalance in 

charge distribution creating a permanent dipole moment. These moments are oriented in a random 

manner in the absence of an electric field so that no polarization exists. The electric field E will 

exercise torque T on the electric dipole, and the dipole will rotate to align with the electric field 

causing orientation polarization to occur, if the filed changes direction, the torque will also change 

[1]. 

 
Fig. 2-2 Forces caused by an electric field perpendicular to a dipole [1] 

 

2.1.1.2 Electronic and atomic polarization 

Electronic polarization occurs in neutral atoms when an electric field displaces the nucleus with 

respect to the electrons that surround it. Atomic polarization occurs when adjacent positive and 

negative ions “stretch” under an applied electric field. For many solids, these are the dominant 

polarization mechanism at microwave frequencies, although the actual resonance occurs at much 

higher frequency. An atom can be sketched as a positive charged nucleus surrounded by a 
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symmetric “cloud” of negative charges, the electrical dipole is then zero. When an electric field is 

applied the atom lose its symmetry and acquires a dipole moment p
r

.  

  

 
Fig. 2-3 electronic polarization 

 

A similar effect to the electronic polarization takes place in an ionic material, i.e. one that has 

permanent dipoles that can not freely turn. One of such materials is NaCl, when not subjected to an 

electric field polarization the material is neutral (an equal number of negative −Cl  and positive 

charged ions +Na ) and the ions are repeated regularly in the lattice. When an electric field is 

applied the ions lose the lattice symmetry by increasing the distance from the opposite ion (and 

shortening it from another opposite ion) thus producing a net dipole moment. 

2.1.1.3 Interfacial or face charge polarization 

Electronic, atomic and orientation polarization occur when charges are locally bound in atoms, 

molecules, or structures of solids or liquids. Charge carriers also exist in a bulk material that can 

migrate over a distance through the material when a low frequency electric field is applied. 

Interfacial or space charge polarization occurs when the motion of these migrating charges is 

impeded. The charges can become trapped within the interfaces of a material. The filed distortion 

caused by the accumulation of these charges increases the overall capacitance of a material which 

appears as an increase in rε ′ . 

2.1.2 Polarization caused by an alternating electrical field 

When a non-stationary electric field E is applied to the medium, the dipoles cycle from the non-

oriented (non-polarized) to oriented (polarized) status and back. The dipoles masses are accelerated 

and decelerated. Since the dipole alignment is not instantaneous, P lags E and losses occour. There 

are “cutoff frequency” specific to various polarization mechanisms, as frequency increases the 

slower mechanism cannot keep pace and drop out in turn, leaving the faster ones to contribute to 

ε ′ , the predominant polarization mechanism is then a function of the frequency. As the frequency 
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shifts to very high values none of the polarization mechanism is able to follow the orientation 

cycles, and as the frequency moves toward infinite, no polarization occurs and tends to its limit 

value, i.e. one. The polarization of a medium is the sum of all the different mechanism described, 

the case of an ideal material that presents all the four mechanisms are depicted in Fig. 2-4. 

 

 
Fig. 2-4 Principal polarization mechanism from 1kHz to 1THz [1] 

 

Electronic and ionic polarization mechanism act by moving the charge apart, while the medium 

resists with an opposite force that is roughly proportional to the distance. It is an oscillator system 

that will resonate at a certain frequency. Orientation polarization does not have a recognizable force 

that brings the orientated dipoles back to the non-polarized status, but a series of statistical events 

that rearrange the dipoles when the external electric field is removed. In this case the quantity 

representing the phenomenon is the relaxation time τ , defined as the time required for a displaced 

system aligned in an electric field to return to e1  of its random equilibrium value. 

 

Before ending this paragraph, the author wishes to put into evidence that all the reported 

polarization mechanisms are always referred to bulk materials, while the materials under test in this 

thesis are composites. The study of the origin of the EM properties of composite materials is still 

undergoing, and this is why till now a complete and reliable modelization of the EM behaviour of 

composite materials in waves is not available yet. Nevertheless, as will be shown in the following 
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chapters, the major contribution to polarization in the frequency range considered in this study is the 

interfacial polarization among the nanofillers or nanofiller aggregates and the insulating polymer 

resin.  

2.1.3 Absorbing mechanism in dielectric materials 

Broadly speaking EM energy absorption in a dielectric medium is caused by two different 

mechanisms: 

 

• Dielectric relaxation 

Takes origin in the presence of molecular dipoles (permanent or induced) that follow the 

polarizing cycles at low frequency. At increasing frequency, though, the dipoles struggle to 

follow the changes of field due to the viscosity of the medium, and, as a consequence, part 

of the energy dissipated throughout the media 

• Resonance 

The polarization mechanism arising from rotation or vibration of atoms, ions or electrons, 

as described above, can be described as an oscillator system that, as happens in mechanics, 

is characterized by the phenomenon of resonance. In EM resonance happens at peculiar 

frequencies and is clearly visible by the presence of absorption peaks. 

  

Materials that exhibit a single relaxation time constant can be modelled by the Debye relation, 

which appears as a characteristic response in permittivity as a function of frequency (Fig. 2-5). rε ′  is 

constant above and below the relaxation with the transition occurring astride the relaxation 

frequency. Additionally rε ′′  is small above and below relaxation but peaks in the transition region at 

the relaxation frequency. 
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Fig. 2-5 Debye relaxation [1] 

 

2.2 Measuring equipment  

The electromagnetic properties of a material (i.e. Permittivity and permeability) are usually derived 

from the measurement of the reflection from and/or transmission coefficients of it along with 

knowledge of its physical dimensions, by means of different techniques. The most suitable 

instrument, reporting both amplitude and phase of the scattered waves, is the network vector 

analyzer.   

2.2.1 Vector network analyzer 

A vector network analyzer (VNA) consists of a signal source, a receiver and a display. The source 

launches a signal at a single frequency to the material under test (MUT). The receiver is tuned to 

that frequency to detect the reflected or transmitted signals from the material. The measured 

response, compared to the reference stored in the VNA, produces the magnitude and phase data at 

that frequency. The source is then stepped to the next frequency and the measurement is repeated to 

display the reflection or transmission measurement response as a function of frequency. 

These data are the scattering parameters, identified with the notation Sxy, where x identify the 

receiving channel and y the emitting one. Thus S11 identify a reflection measurement, where the 

sample is backed by metal, to assure complete reflection of the emitted wave, S21 is the transmission 

scattering parameter. Calibration is used to eliminate the systematic (stable and repeatable) 

measurement errors caused by the imperfections of the system. Random errors due to noise, drift, or 

the environment (temperature, humidity, pressure) cannot be removed with a measurement 
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calibration, this makes a microwave measurement susceptible to errors from small changes in the 

measurement system. 

2.3 Measuring techniques 

Several method exist to measure the intrinsic properties of materials, all of them have their pro and 

cons, the most common methods are illustrated briefly 

2.3.1 Coaxial probe 

The open-ended coaxial probe is a cut off section of transmission line. The material is measured by 

immersing the probe into a liquid or touching it to the flat face of a solid (or powder) material. The 

fields at the probe end “fringe” into the material and change as they come into contact with the 

MUT. The reflected signal (S11) can be measured and related to *
rε .  

 

 
Fig. 2-6 Examples of coaxial probe uses and what it measures [1] 

 

This method assumes that the material is of semi-infinite thickness (or at least 〉〉  thicker than skin-

depth at the frequency used), homogenous and isotropic. Since it is only possible to measure the 

reflection of the wave (S11) it is not possible to analyse magnetic materials (it is not possible to fit a 

system of two equations with just a set of data). This method has a low resolution but it is 

broadband and can be used without damaging the material.  
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2.3.2 Transmission line methods 

Transmission line methods involve placing the material inside a portion of an enclosed transmission 

line. The line is usually a section of rectangular waveguide or coaxial airline (Fig. 2-7). *rε  and *
rµ  

are computed from the measurement of the reflected signal S11 and transmitted signal S21. 

 

 
Fig. 2-7 Examples of transmission line methods, and what they measure [1] 

 

This method allows to measure both reflection (S11) and transmission (S21) and as such it allows the 

measurement of magnetic samples, great care shall be taken in making sure the sample completely 

fills the cavity and doesn’t leave any air gap, at the same time the sample must have perfectly flat 

surface and be flush to the sample holder. Coaxial transmission lines cover a broad frequency range, 

but toroid shaped samples are more difficult to manufacture. Waveguide fixtures extend to the mm-

wave frequencies and the samples are simpler to machine, but their frequency coverage is banded. 

This technique was used2 in the EM measurements carried out during this thesis 

                                                 
2  EM measurements were carried out at the facilities of CEMIN s.r.l. , VIA DELLA FARNESINA 363, 00194 ROMA, 

to which special thanks are given 
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2.3.3 Free space 

Free-space methods use antennas to focus microwave energy at or through a slab of material 

without the need for a test fixture. This method is non-contacting and can be applied to materials to 

be tested under high temperatures and hostile environments. Frequency range possible is broad and 

depends only on the antennas, on the other hand the calibration and measurement is tricky, and the 

method is very expensive since it needs special anechoic rooms to provide useful data not marred 

by spurious reflections. Major drawback of this method is the dimension of the specimens that are 

usually wide more or less depending on the frequencies under test. Moreover, particular attention 

has to be paid to the presence of scattering effects at sample boundaries that can heavily affect the 

final measurements. A typical freespace measurement setup, specially designed to limit this effect, 

is depicted in Fig. 2-8 [2, 3]. 

 

 
Fig. 2-8 Focalized aerials free space measurements [1]. 

 

2.4 Scattering parameters elaboration 

The scattering parameters obtained with the above methods, describe the interaction of the emitted- 

reflected/transmitted wave with the MUT. Knowing the thickness of the sample it is possible to 

derive the value of the intrinsic parameters. Three different kind of scattering parameters were 

collected during the measurement, reflection S11 where samples were backed by metal, indicated as 

ρ , transmission S21 designated as τ , and a reflection measurement taken with the transmission set-

up ( the material wasn’t backed by metal) indicated as tρ . This further measurement was made to 

provide a further set of data to allow a closer match of the iterative software routine to the measured 

data. 

When an EM wave ( iE ) propagating into a medium (medium 1) impinges on a different material 

surface (medium 2), due to the materials impedance mismatch part of it is reflected (rE ), and part is 

transmitted inside the material (tE ). Energy is conserved: 
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tri EEE
rrr

=+  (eq. 2.9) 

 

The characteristic impedance can be employed to relate EM field vectors for incident, reflected and 

transmitted waves. 

 

(eq 2.10) 

Where 1Z  and 2Z  are 

the characteristic impedances of media 1 and 2, respectively. Substituting  
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By substituiting for rE  in eq. 2.9 with the expression above, and rearranging, the transmitted 

electric field can be obtained. 
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The ratio it EE  is defined as the transmission coefficient τ  at the interface between two media, 
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Eliminating iE  between eqs. 2.13 and 2.9, the reflected electric field rE  becomes 
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The ratio ir EE  is called the reflection coefficient and is denoted by ρ which in terms of the 

characteristic impedance of the two media is: 
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Once ρ , tρ  and τ  are measured and knowing d, the material thickness, it is possible to calculate 

2Z , since 1Z  is the impedance of air, known. Then an iterative routine try to find the best fit using 

the least square method. It should be noted that this process is rather complicated and the solution is 

just a best match and not the exact solution. 
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3 Material and methods 

In this chapter the detailed description of materials and manufacturing processes is presented. 

Particular attention will be devoted to the main processes that were common to all samples, while 

little variations, possibly brought in specific preparation will be respectively discussed in the 

chapter about each type of nanofiller. Main differences in manufacturing procedures have to be 

found in the dispersion processes (for example use of additives, type of solvent, process parameters) 

that were always aimed to increase a better nanofiller dispersion . 

3.1.1  Acronym 

The quite large variety of samples produced is responsible for the difficulty in finding a general 

naming procedure. In this paragraph the acronym used are reported in order to facilitate the reading 

of the following parts. Samples naming follows a this form 

 

AAxxx-SB 

Where 

• The first two letters AA identify the filler used or if a surfactant is used the surfactant added. 

• The digits that follows the first two letters report the nanofiller  weight percent of filler 

• S identify the resin used, and it is constant throughout the thesis 

• If more identifying features are needed (usually related to different methods of production) a 

suffix is added after S 

3.1.2 Resin 

The resin used is a 2 component epoxy resin based on Bisfenol A-epichloridrine that offers low 

viscosity and good wetting of fillers. It was decided to employ an epoxy resin from the start due to 

its superior mechanical and thermal qualities than thermoplastic polymers, on the other hand the 

dispersion of filler inside a thermoset is not as easy as in thermoplastics where several melting can 

be successively carried out [1] in order to improve the dispersion or keep it in a molten state for as 

long as it is useful. Polycondensation is a one way reaction and it is only possible to choose how 

quick it will be, using different hardening agents. Isoforon Diammine was used in all the samples 

produced, it gives about 45 minutes before gel time, enough time to be able to mix it thoroughly 

without the need of very quick and thus turbulent stirring of the resin-filler dispersion. 
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3.1.3 Determination of filler content 

To calculate the weight of the filler it is necessary to know how much resin and hardener is 

employed. First the resin is weighted then the hardener is calculated and weighted following the 

stechiometric ratio of 4 grams of hardener to 10 grams of resin. Filler weight is calculated using 

equation 2.1  

 

( )100:XHRwantedX: mass % ++=  (eq. 3.1) 

 

Where R is resin weight, H is Hardened weight and X is the weight needed to reach the desired 

mass % of filler, all in grams. Eq. 3.1 can be written in a more practical way as  

 

( )
anted- mass % w

tedmass % wanHR
X

100

⋅+=  (eq. 3.2) 

 

If solvent is used, as in CNF and CNT samples, then the volume is calculated using the ratio to the 

filler as outlined in the respective chapters. Surfactants were used in some of the CNT samples, and 

their amount is not computed into the total weight of the samples, as in the case of the filler, but it is 

calculated as a percent of the filler weight (cfr §6.1.1). 

3.1.4 VNA measurement sample requirements and preparation  

Electromagnetic Measurements were carried out in the X-band (8,2-12,4 GHz) , that was chosen 

since it is one of the most used and congested band. Just to report some examples of what is already 

in use or in development that occupies such band, there is the polarimetric radar [2], medical 

applications [3, 4], space radars [5] etc. 

 as previously reported, waveguide measurements require the sample to touch perfectly against the 

sample holder, because even a small air gap between the flange and the material under test can 

cause significant errors. To overcome this problem, the samples were directly casted in the flanges, 

that were 4 mm thick conventional k-band flanges ( 22,86x10,16 mm). The thickness of 4 mm was 

chosen as a good compromise between minimum material required and a good interaction of the 

waves with the material.  
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Fig. 3-1 X-band sample holder and sample ready to be measured 

 

Another requirement for waveguide measurement is specimen surface flatness, which was achieved 

by grinding and polishing the samples. 

Scattering parameters were measured in both reflection and transmission (S11 and S21). The 

collected data were successively elaborated inferring the ε and µ coefficients by minimizing an 

error function between the measured and the numerically calculated S complex parameters with 

respect to ε’, ε” [6]. Due to the complexity of the mathematical relations involved in this procedure, 

together with the extreme sensitivity of the measurements, the results of these elaborations can be 

considered reliable with a confidence of about 5-8%. Moreover, as largely known, the waveguide 

technique is not particularly suitable for ε” evaluation, that is usually more precisely measured by 

resonance methods. Nevertheless this technique offer the possibility to measure ε” as a function of 

frequency whereas the resonance method give usually the values of ε” only at two or three 

frequencies. 

Always from the same waveguide measurements it was possible to determine the absorption loss of 

all samples. The reported results are those achieved by S11 measurements using a metal baking. 

Simulations were then carried out to evaluate the absorption performance at different thicknesses 

always less that 4mm, being larger thickness un-useful for practical applications. 

3.1.5 Dielectric percent variations calculations 

Percent variations of the real and imaginary permittivity will be encountered during the discussion 

of the dielectric properties of samples and their relationship with microstructure. The percent values 

presented are calculated using eq. 3.3: 
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When samples with the same weight percent of filler but different filler or production methods are 

compared, the same formula is used and “A/B variance” is found as the header of the column, in 

this case A replaces 1+iX  and B replaces iX . 
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4 Carbon Black samples 

This chapter deals with the production and testing of carbon black (CB) filled epoxy samples. 

4.1 Experimental 

4.1.1 Degussa Printex XE2-B and Timcal Super-P 

As reported in paragraph §1.2.1, some of the most important characteristics that influence the shape 

of CB network inside the matrix are [1] and surface area [2] of nanofillers and the resulting 

structure. Increasing the surface area of CB would result in decreasing the gaps between the 

polymer and conductive aggregates, in particular, it is well known [1] that carbon nanoparticles 

with high surface area and oil absorption number (OAN) present the so-called “high structure”, i.e. 

highly branched aggregates, which leads to the formation of the conductive network at lower carbon 

content (low percolation threshold) [3]. In this experimentation two different types of carbon black 

powders. Named Xe-2b and Sp, were employed to produce the samples. Table 4-1 reports their 

main characteristics. Highly conductive Xe2-b is used in electrical conductive coatings and in 

antistatic or electrical conductive modification of polymer systems, Super-p is used as conductive 

additive primary in zinc-carbon battery. 

 

Table 4-1 CB filler properties as found in the respective datasheet 

 Particle size nm 
DPB Absorption 

(structure) ml/100 g 

Specific surface area 

m2/g 

Printex XE2-B 30 411 1000 

Super-P 40 380 62 

 

4.1.2 Fabrication procedure 

CB powders are the less difficult to disentangle among the filler used in this thesis, 

disagglomeration was achieved directly into the resin, skipping the solvent step used in CNF and 

CNT samples. High speed mechanical stirring is enough to disperse them into the resin, since it 

generates high shear forces [4]. Five minutes stirring at 700 revolutions per minutes (RPM) was 

used on all the CB samples, followed by other 5 minutes stirring after the hardener was added, 

before casting.  

Table 4-2sums the samples produced. 
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Table 4-2 CB samples produced 

Name Weight % of filler produced Name example 

Xe 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 Xe4-s 

Sp 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 Sp3-s 

 

4.1.3 Specimens characterization 

EM characterization of the samples has been carried out following the procedure reported in §3.1.4 . 

Microstructural characterization, aimed to analyze the CB dispersions of the two types of specimens 

in the cured resin, was carried out by scanning electron microscopy (SEM mod. Leo-supra 35). The 

observations were carried out on highly polished samples using charging phenomena [5]. 

4.2 Results and discussion  

4.2.1 Conducting paths morphologies 

 

The morphologies of the two different fillers in cured composites are outwardly similar but differ 

on the scale of the aggregate dimension. As can be seen in Fig. 4-1a and as noted in §1.2.1 the 

smaller specific surface area of Xe produces smaller, shorter and close spaced aggregates, that form 

a continuous network throughout sample cross section, leading to percolation. 

 

 
Fig. 4-1 SEM micrographyes a) XE 5%w; b) Super-P 5%w 

 

On the other hand, Sp samples present long, broad meandering aggregates that develops in 3d 

forming a semi-continuous reticule of conducting paths, but in this case, on equal conditions, the 

layers of resin separating the conductive aggregates is larger than in case of Xe. This difference has 
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wide ranging influence on the resulting properties of the samples when electrical and dielectric 

properties are concerned. 

4.2.2 XE loaded samples 

The dielectric properties of XE loaded samples show a regular increase in the value of permittivity, 

both real and imaginary, at increasing filler loading. As described in §1.3 the increase in filler 

content increases the equivalent capacity and decreases the resistivity. Real permittivity is a 

measure of the ability of the material to store energy and so it increases when filler is increased until 

direct contact among the conductive particles is achieved. The 2%w loading is too low to present 

any change in dielectric constant with respect to the neat resin (3-j0.05) (Fig. 4-2), while an increase 

of this quantity is recorded started from 3%w. The big increase in dielectric constant from xe5-s to 

xe6-s (59%, Table 4-3) is due to the inset of percolation, whose occurring at this loading is 

documented in [6]. 
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Fig. 4-2 XE samples real permittivity in X-band 

 

Even imaginary permittivity increases at filler increase, (Table 4-3). In this case, though, the 

imaginary permittivity is immediately incremented, even at a 2%w CB, form that of neat resin 

(ε”=0.05), due to the conductive nature of the filler (see eq. 2.5 ). The important progressive 

increase of ε” is due to the reduced spacing between clusters, enabling some tunnelling and/or 
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hopping conduction. The formation of new clusters and the decreased distance among them, 

occurring when more filler is added, lead to a more close spaced structure with more opportunities 

of tunnelling/hopping.  
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Fig. 4-3 XE samples imaginary permittivity in X-band 

 

Table 4-3 Percent increases in filler weight load, average real and imaginary XE samples 

Filler weight % Weight increment Average ε’ ε’ increment Average ε" ε" increment 

2%  2,99  0,36  

3% 50% 3,73 34% 1,55 325% 

4% 33% 4,67 25% 1,86 20% 

5% 25% 5,33 14% 2,93 58% 

6% 20% 8,49 59% 4,43 51% 

 

Fig. 4-4 report the microwave absorbing performances of XE samples, referred to 4mm thickness. 

Very interesting results were achieved in the case of 3 and 4%w loaded samples, the latter reaching 

a peak of -38 db. 5 and 6%w loading loose absorbing properties, due to the too high conductivity of 

the specimens, which become mostly reflective. 2%w specimens were not included in the graph, 

due to their very low permittivity. 
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Fig. 4-4 XE samples reflection loss in X-band 4 mm thickness 

 

4.2.3 Super-P 

Super-P samples raise of real permittivity ε’ (Fig. 4-5) dovetails nicely with the percent increase in 

filler (Table 4-4), with the exception of the 6%w specimen whose increment is double the increase 

of filler. Many SEM observations suggested that with this type of filler, the increase of its amount is 

primary used to augment the dimension of clusters instead of forming new clusters. As a result a 

wide spread conductive network is achieved later. In these conditions, using the circuit analogy, the 

overall capacity is then increased by the bigger surfaces of the micro-condenser formed by CB 

aggregates.  
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Fig. 4-5 S-P samples real permittivity in X-band 

 

Again, imaginary permittivity ε” (Fig. 4-6, Table 4-4) increases with filler content, nevertheless 

their absolute values are lower than in the case of XE samples, representing the lower conductivity 

achieved in this case as a consequence of the peculiar microstructure. In this case, in fact, the 

presence of broader and less branched aggregates  leads to a more difficult formation of the 

conductive pattern an electrical conductivity, again represented in ε”. 
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Fig. 4-6 SP samples imaginary permittivity in X-band 

 

Table 4-4 Percent increases in filler weight load, average real and imaginary Super-P samples 

Filler weight % Weight increment Average ε’ ε’ increment Average ε" ε" increment 

2%  3,40  0,50  

3% 50% 5,25 55% 0,99 97% 

4% 33% 6,87 31% 1,61 63% 

5% 25% 8,63 26% 2,25 40% 

6% 20% 12,33 43% 3,89 73% 

 

Absorption performances of Sp samples is globally lower that that of the corresponding XE 

samples. In 2%w specimen the  filler content is too low to provide any useful absorption, while Sp-

3-s sample is the only one providing at least some interesting results (-16db). Possibly, even Sp4-s 

has an absorbing peak comparable to that of the previous samples, nevertheless it is shifted at lower 

frequencies, outside the x-band. Eventually, Sp5-s and Sp6-s have too much filler, and therefore too 

much conductivity, to be able to absorb EM waves (Fig. 4-7). 
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Fig. 4-7 SP samples reflection loss in X-band 4 mm thickness 

 

4.2.4 Electric interpretation of the conducting path morphologies and comparison on same 

filler basis 

The author believes that the dielectric behaviour found in the produced materials can be interpreted 

using the equivalent circuit analogy. As noted above, both CB fillers produce meandering clusters 

inside the matrix, that can be seen as parallel cylinders capacitor (Fig. 4-8). This capacitance in this 

case follows the law  

 









=

R

d
h

l
C r

2

0

arccos

εε  (eq. 4.1) 

 

Where l is the length and R is the radius of the cylinders, d is the distance between them. Sketching  

Fig. 4-9 the different systems of cylinder capacitors formed inside the polymer matrix by the two 

different fillers, can help to understand the different dielectric behaviour, i.e. Permittivity against 

frequency, found in the two cases. 
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XE samples present short, thin clusters closely spaced, while SP specimens produce long, thick, 

meandering, quite far apart spaced, clusters (Fig. 4-9). The distance d and the radius R vary in the 

same way, but, form eq. 4.1, it is possible to assume that the parameter most affecting the capacity 

is the length of clusters l. 

 

 
Fig. 4-8 Sketch of a parallel cylinder capacitor and its characteristic dimensions  

 

 

 
Fig. 4-9 Sketch of the different conducting patterns created by the filler, overlaid the possible interpretation as 

parallel cylinders capacitors. 

 

At same filler amount, XE clusters are smaller and in larger number than SP ones, moreover, when 

filler quantity is incremented the clusters do not increase in length, but in number, with a less 

evident effect on the overall capacitance of the composite. SP clusters, instead, have R and l that 

work toward increasing the real permittivity, as filler increases clusters get thicker and longer while 

d remains roughly constant, giving a net contribution to composite capacitance, Table 4-5 allows a 

rapid comparison between average real permittivity on a same filler percent loading basis. 
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A comparison among the dielectric properties of the two type of samples is proposed in (Fig. 4-10 

and Fig. 4-11). Again, it is here evident that Sp specimen present a more capacitive behaviour, 

characterized by higher values of ε’, while, as far as imaginary permittivity is concerned, XE 

clusters are more numerous and closer to allow tunnelling and hopping conduction. Thereby, on a 

same filler basis, its values of ε” are in this case higher than Super-p samples (Table 4-6).  
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Fig. 4-10 Comparison between XE and Super-P real permittivity in X-band 

 

Table 4-5 Same filler percent load comparison, real permittivity 

Filler weight % 
Xe samples 

average ε’ 

SP samples 

average ε’ 
SP/Xe variance 

2% 2,99 3,40 14 

3% 3,73 5,25 41 

4% 4,67 6,87 47 

5% 5,33 8,63 62 

6% 8,49 12,33 45 
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Fig. 4-11 Comparison between XE and Super-P imaginary permittivity in X-band 

 

Table 4-6 Same filler percent load comparison, imaginary permittivity 

Filler weight % 
Xe samples 

average ε” 

SP samples 

average ε” 
SP/Xe variance 

2% 0,36 0,50 38 

3% 1,55 0,99 -36 

4% 1,86 1,61 -13 

5% 2,93 2,25 -23 

6% 4,43 3,89 -12 

 

4.3  Conclusions 

Samples loaded with CB were produced and tested in X-band using the waveguide method. It was 

found by SEM analysis that paths of CB clusters are formed in both XE and SP samples, whereas, 

in the former case, a more fine distribution of smaller and shorter aggregates is achieved. EM 

measurements show that the microstructures influence the dielectric and EM behaviour of samples, 

and an explanation was suggested, using the circuit analogy. It was assumed that it is possible to 

relate the shape of clusters to a parallel cylinders capacitor, that are smaller in the case of XE 

samples, leading to lower ε’ compared to that shown by sp specimens. At the same time, in the case 
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of XE nanofiller, the more close spaced clusters create more possibility of hopping and tunnelling 

conduction, causing higher ε”. Absorbing performances of these composites are very good at 4 mm 

of thickness, achieving a remarkable -38 db peak at 8,5 GHz in the case of XE4-s. 
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5 Carbon nanofibers samples 

This chapter deals with the production and testing of carbon nanofibres as filler of epoxy resin. EM 

and microstructural characterization were carried out in order to link the dielectric properties to the 

found microstructures. 

5.1 Experimental 

5.1.1 Pyrograf PR-19-XT-HHT 

CNF used in the experimentation are produced by Pyrograf products inc. using the chemical vapour 

deposition method (CVD). They present a herringbone arrangement of the graphene planes and, due 

to their morphology, are thicker than CNT. They are subjected to a post-production thermal 

treatment to 3000 °C, to produce a complete graphitic structure, that imparts better conducting 

properties [1]. Catalyst residues (iron) are present in very small quantity. Table 5-1 sums the 

relevant properties as reported in the relevant datasheet (http://www.apsci.com/ppi-pyro3.html). 

 

Table 5-1 Pyrograf PR-19-XT-HHT 

Fibre diameter 100-200 nm 

Fibre length 30-100 µm 

Specific surface area 15-25 m²/g 

Dispersive surface energy 265-285 MJ/m² 

Iron <100 ppm 

 

5.1.2 Sample production methods 

CNF as delivered appear as tightly packed bundles of various sizes, as can be observed by SEM 

(Fig. 5-1). To exploit the properties of CNF, especially their aspect ratio, the first step is to 

“disassemble” these bundles into the component fibres. There are several ways suggested to achieve 

this goal, nevertheless after reviewing the literature [2], it was decided to employ sonication in a 

liquid, since this method was reported to accomplishes very good dispersion of filler inside the 

matrix, so to reach percolation at the  lowest filler content [3, 4]. During the experimentation, it was 

found that direct sonication in the resin or in the hardener is ineffective, because the volume of resin 

or harderner was too low to allow the fibres to separate from the bundles. Several solvents were 

then tried, among them acetone and ether, but acetone hinders polymerization and ether has such a 

low boiling point that is difficult to block its evaporation while the dispersion is sonicated. Finally it 
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was decided to use two different solvent in manufacturing the samples Butil-Glycidyl-Ether (BGE) 

and chloroform. The ratio of CNF to solvent used in all the following method was kept constant to  

 

ml

g

Solvent

CNF
0070,=  (eq. 5.1) 

 

5.1.2.1 BGE solvent method 

After reviewing literature it was decided to try BGE as a solvent, due to its very good compatibility 

with epoxy resin [5], and its boiling point temperature is high enough to allow sonication at room 

temperature without the need to control solution temperature. After 1 hour sonication in Elna C 30 

sonicator bath, the dispersion is placed on a magnetic stirrer at 100 RPM until BGE completed 

evaporation at room temperature. Determination of complete evaporation of solvent was done by 

weighting the dispersion. Samples produced with this method range from 1%w to 4%w loading of 

CNF.   

5.1.2.2 Coprecipitation method 

A different way to achieve a good dispersion of CNF inside the resin after disagglomeration is to 

take advantage of the insolubility between chloroform and methanol [6, 7]. In this case the 

procedure used in the same, till sonication, as that reported in §5.1.2.1, with the difference that the 

solvent used is chloroform. After one hour of room temperature stirring at 100 RPM, the 

temperature of the dispersion is increased to 50°C and methanol is added. Chloroform and methanol 

are insoluble, therefore adding the latter to the solution causes the precipitation of resin and CNF. 

Chloroform and methanol are much more volatile than BGE and the complete evaporation of both 

is achieved in a matter of hours instead of days. 

Samples with a weight percent of 1; 2; 3; 4%w CNF were produced using this method. The 4%w 

sample, however, did not polymerize completely and it is then not included in the results and 

discussion paragraph. 

5.1.2.3 Filtration method 

An even quicker way to separate the solvent from the disaggregated fibre (suggested by Ing. 

Valentini in his master thesis) is filtration of the colloidal dispersion of BGE and CNF using 

laboratory filter paper. It was expected a lower efficiency in the final filler dispersion in the cured 

composite, nevertheless, this way was tried thinking to possible future industrial exploitations. As 

done with the other two methods, CNF and BGE were sonicated for one hour, then the dispersion 
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was filtered, the CNF were left on the filter for about 30 minutes. CNF were then scraped from filter 

paper and added to the resin to stir for 30, to improve filler distribution uniformity in the resin. 

Samples with the same weight percents of the Chloroform method were produced. Table 5-2 

summarises all the samples produced and the suffixes used to distinguish the various methods used. 

 

Table 5-2 Summary of samples produced 

Suffix 
Method of production 

used 

Sample produced (%w 

of filler) 

Name example 

P BGE 1; 2; 3; 4 NF1-SP 

CL Chloroform 1; 2; 3; 4 NF1-SCL 

F Filtration 1; 2; 3; 4 NF1-SF 

 

5.1.3 Characterization 

The different disagglomeration methods were evaluated by FEG-SEM. Droplets of the dispersions 

after the sonication were deposited on SEM stubs, then after complete evaporation of the solvent 

and gold sputtering, SEM micrographs were taken and compared to the CNF micrographs shot 

before the sonication. Dispersion of the filler inside the cured resin was evaluated by charging 

phenomena on highly polished samples following what reported in [8]. EM measurements were 

carried out as reported in §2.3.2 

5.2 Results and discussion 

5.2.1 CNF Disagglomeration 

As delivered CNF fibres are assembled in tightly wound ball-like fibres agglomerates (Fig. 5-1), 

negating one of their most important feature, aspect ratio. 
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Fig. 5-1 Pyrograf III as delivered 

 

It is then central to disentangle these agglomerates into the component fibres since their value is the 

possibility of creating a conductive path inside the matrix using less filler.  

5.2.1.1 Dispersion in BGE 

The result of one 1 hour of sonication in BGE as described in §5.1.2.1 and §5.1.2.3 is shown in Fig. 

5-2. Average size of the agglomerated bundles is now 30 µm compared to the 70 µm of untreated 

CNF. A tight web of fibres now connects the remaining agglomerates and no single fibres are 

present. 

 

 
Fig. 5-2 Pyrograf III after 1 hour sonication 

 

Tests were made to check if a longer sonication time would produce better results, therefore using 

the same ratio of solvent to CNF, samples were sonicated for 2 and 3 hours (Fig. 5-3). After 2 or 3 

hours the samples did present only little improvements, being present the same morphology of a 

tight mesh of fibres with few bundles. It is then clear that the sonicator bath used in the dispersion 

process is not powerful enough to disrupt and disagglomerate properly all bundles. The resulting 

fibres, even if they more disentangled than the “as delivered”, do not present complete 
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disagglomeration and CNF aspect ratio won’t be, therefore, fully exploited. As a way to balance 

processing time and performance, sonication of CNF was standardized at 1 hour. 

 
 Fig. 5-3 Pyrograf III after 2 hours sonication (a) and 3hours (b). 

5.2.1.2 Dispersion in chloroform 

Samples produced using the method outlined in §5.1.2.2 had CNF sonicated using chloroform 

instead of BGE as a solvent. It is possible to see in Fig. 5-4 that samples have the same general 

morphology but the aggregates are bigger than in the previous case. 

 

 
Fig. 5-4 Pyroraf III after 1 hour sonication in chloroform. 

5.2.2 Dispersion in resin and dielectric properties 

Despite the differences in solvent dispersion, CNF processed with all three methods were 

successively added to the resin to obtain cured epoxy nanocomposites. In this paragraphs the EM 

performance as well as the microstructure of all CNF manufactured samples are reported and 

discussed.  

5.2.2.1 Nanocomposites produced via BGE method 

Samples produced with this method present a sufficient dispersion of fibres in the matrix, but some 

bigger agglomerates are still present (Fig. 5-5).  
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Fig. 5-5 SEM micrographs of BGE produced samples, 1%w (a); 2%w (b); 3%w (c); 4%w (d) 

  

The high boiling point of BGE and the constant ratio of solvent to filler means samples produced 

with this method have different times of stirring: 1 day for 1%w sample to 6 days for the highest 

loaded sample of 4%w. This leads to a range of different morphologies AND the highest loaded 

samples present better dispersed filler inside the matrix (Fig. 5-5), in contrast to what is usually 

achieved when comparing samples produced with same time of processing. 

In detail the sample filled with 1 %w of filler has few big agglomerates and so a bad dispersion of 

filler. NF2-SP and NF3-SP show similar filler patterns made of few and small agglomerates, evenly 

distributed inside the matrix. Both samples took nearly the same time of stirring before the solvent 

was completely evaporated. Lastly 4%w filled sample was stirred the longest and therefore, in the 

SEM micrograph, fibres appear well dispersed with the presence of agglomerates of very small 

dimensions. From this experience it is possible to conclude that, when using a low power sonicator 

bath, stirring time becomes an important factor in dispersing the fibres inside the matrix. 

The analysis made on the SEM micrographs is reflected in the dielectric behaviour shown in Fig. 

5-6 and Fig. 5-7, that report the results of real and imaginary permittivity. 
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Fig. 5-6 Real permittivity of samples produced using the BGE method 

 

The samples show a pattern of small and big agglomerates, being the former prevalent in those 

cases where a good dispersion was achieved. The aggregate can be seen as conductive regions 

dispersed in an insulating matrix and the prevalent effect is the resulting interfacial polarization. In 

this case what matters is the total surface area of the agglomerates, that polarize and, therefore, 

smaller more numerous agglomerates offer more polarisable surface area, resulting in a higher value 

of the real part of permittivity, on equal filler content. Imaginary part of permittivity is affected by 

both filler quantity and dispersion. The former aspect is due to the merely increase of the quantity of 

conductive particles (cfr. eq. 2.5), while the effect of dispersion is related to the fact that a larger 

number of smaller and well dispersed aggregates lead more easily to conductivity, by means of 

tunneling/hopping effects. 

Table 5-3 sums the percent increases in real and imaginary permittivity compared to the increase in 

filler content as described in §1.3, NF1-SP’s filler content is low and coupled to the fact that it is 

niot well dispersed gives low values of ε’ and ε”. Disappointingly ε’ and ε” don’t follow mixture 

laws but it is still possible to get some information, comparing the increase of filler against the 

increase of permittivity. Compared to NF1-SP, NF2-SP shows a better dispersion and higher values 

of ε’ and ε”. On the other hand NF3-SP show a very limited increase in permittivity from NF2-SP, 

even if the filler increases from 2 to 3%w (50% in relative terms) ε’ increases just 17%, it is then 

possible to say that the dispersion achieved doesn’t exploit the increased filler content, and 
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highlights the influence of stirring time on the resulting dispersion and, as a consequence, on the 

sample dielectric performance. 4% loaded sample filler is much better dispersed and the value of ε’ 

and ε” have increments of 79 and 252% compared to NF3-SP in contrast filler weight increases just 

33% (Table 5-3).  

 

Table 5-3 Percent increases in filler weight load, average real and imaginary samples BGE method 

Filler weight % Weight increment Average ε’ ε’ increment Average ε" Ε" increment 

1%  4,05  0,30  

2% 100% 8,00 97% 1,01 236% 

3% 50% 9,40 18% 1,14 13% 

4% 33% 16,84 79% 4,02 252% 

 

The vast increase in permittivity from NF3-SP to NF4-SP is not just caused by a better dispersion 

and filler increase, but also by a transition from non conductive to semi conducting status of the 

composite, the conductive network inside the matrix does not yet encompass the whole sample but 

it is enough to add a significant contribute to the dielectric performances.  
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Fig. 5-7 Imaginary permittivity of samples produced using the BGE method 
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5.2.2.2 Nanocomposites produced via the chloroform method 

Samples produced with this method have a quicker and more uniform production time, 

nevertheless, the large amount of chloroform used in high loaded specimens, to maintain the ratio 

specified in eq. 5.1, does not permit good polymerization of the matrix. This responsible for the 

nfact that explains 4%w samples did not cured at all, while 3%w ones only partially cured and the it 

not possible to trust the resulting ε”. 

 

 
Fig. 5-8 SEM micrographs of chloroform produced samples; 1%w (a); 2%w (b); 3%w (c) 

 

In this case the production time, even if not perfectly equal across the range, does not present 

differences as significant as in the BGE method produced samples. 
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Fig. 5-9 Real permittivity of samples produced using the chloroform method 

 

Chloroform samples show a more regular increase in ε’ and ε” than BGE samples due to the more 

uniform manufacturing. The increase of real permittivity from 1%w filled sample to 2%w (100% 

more filler content) is 57% compared to 97% variation between 1% and 2% BGE samples (Table 

5-4).   

 

Table 5-4 Percent increases in filler weight load, average real and imaginary samples chloroform method 

Filler weight % Weight increment Average ε’ ε’ increment Average ε" ε" increment 

1%  5,02  0,60  

2% 100% 7,86 57% 1,00 67% 
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 Fig. 5-10 Imaginary permittivity of samples produced using the chloroform method 

 

5.2.2.3 Filtration method 

Samples produced using this method present some of the worst disagglomerations among all 

produced samples. As it is possible to notice from the analysis of Fig. 5-11, dispersion patterns in 

the samples are different The sample loaded with 1%w of filler presents agglomerates of medium 

dimension uniformly dispersed in the resin, probably the low ratio of filler to resin helps the 

dispersion and on a lesser level disagglomeration inside the resin. Samples filled with 2 and 3%w 

show very big agglomerates, in 3%w case of huge size, caused most probably by the compounded 

effect of scraping the filler from the filter paper and the increasing ratio of filler to resin while 

stirring. Last, 4%w sample show a very good distribution pattern of small/medium agglomerates 

evenly dispersed, this marked difference from 2 and 3%w it is probably caused by the operator 

scraping the filler from the filter paper. 
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Fig. 5-11 SEM micrographs of filtration method produced samples; 1%w (a); 2%w (b); 3%w (c); 4%w (d) 
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Fig. 5-12 Real permittivity of samples produced using the filtration method 
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As done with the previous two batches of samples, in this section a match between the sample 

morphology and the dielectric results is attempted (Table 5-5). The different morphology of these 

samples is reflected in the dielectric measurement. the big agglomerates present across the range of 

samples produced using the filtration method give the lower increases in ε’ and ε” when compared 

to the samples produced with the other methods. the effect of bad dispersion inside NF3-SF is 

reflected in the very small increase of 10 and 9% from NF2-SF when ε’ and ε” are considered. 

 

Table 5-5 Filtration method samples percent increase in filler weight load, real and imaginary average 

permittivity 

Filler weight % Weight increment Average ε’ ε’ increment Average ε" ε" increment 

1%  5,95  0,65  

2% 100% 8,14 37% 0,96 49% 

3% 50% 8,97 10% 1,05 9% 

4% 33% 12,86 43% 1,82 73% 
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Fig. 5-13 Imaginary permittivity of samples produced using the Filtration method 
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5.2.3 Review of the relationship between microstructure morphology and dielectric properties 

on the same filler % basis 

Another way to asses the effect of different production methods and relative morphology on the 

dielectric properties of the resulting composites is to compare ε’ and ε” on samples loaded with the 

same filler percent. Tables  Table 5-6 and Table 5-7 sum up these comparisons in a synthetic way.  

 

 Table 5-6 same filler percent load comparison, real permittivity 

Filler weight 
BGE samples 

average ε’ 

CL Samples 

average ε’ 

CL/BGE 

variance 

F Samples 

average ε’ 

F/BGE 

variance 

F/CL 

variance 

1% 4,05 5,02 24% 5,95 47% 19% 

2% 8,00 7,86 -2% 8,14 2% 4% 

3% 9,40   8,97 -5%  

4% 16,84   12,86 -24%  

 

NF1-SP has the lowest value of all 1%w samples, as described in §5.2.2.1 and shown in Fig. 5-5 its 

dispersion is not good, NF1-SCL presents a value of ε’ 24% and NF1-SF 47% higher, even bigger 

increments are present when ε” is considered 100% and 116% respectively. 

It is possible to explain these big differences analyzing Fig. 5-5, Fig. 5-8 and Fig. 5-11, and noting 

that in this case there is very few filler involved. The effects of differences in dispersion are then 

amplified especially when ε” is concerned since conductivity contributes to it.  

Samples loaded with 2%w of filler have the same values of ε’ and ε” when measurements 

uncertainties are considered, as is possible to notice from the SEM micrographs cited above they 

present similar type and quality of dispersion. 

 

Table 5-7 Same filler load comparison, imaginary permittivity 

Filler weight 
BGE samples 

average ε” 

CL Samples 

average ε” 

CL/BGE 

variance 

F Samples 

average ε” 

F/BGE 

variance 

F/CL 

variance 

1% 0,30 0,60 100% 0,65 116% 8% 

2% 1,01 1,00 -1% 0,96 -4% -4% 

3% 1,14   1,05 -8%  

4% 4,02   1,82 -55%  

 

When the filler content is increased the differences between the various methods start to show 

better. Filtration method samples at 3%w present a coarser dispersion than the NF3-SP, NF3-SF has 
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a value of ε’ 5% lower than NF3-SP and ε” 8% and lower. The difference is increased in the case of 

4%w loaded samples where NF4-SF has a ε’ value 24% lower and ε” 55% lower than the sample 

with the same filler weight content produced using the BGE method.  
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Fig. 5-14 Same filler loading graphics real and imaginary permittivity. 

 

 

 

Electromagnetic absorbing/shielding performances 
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Fig. 5-15, Fig. 5-16 and Fig. 5-17 illustrate the absorbing performances Of 4 mm thick specimens, 

none of which produced present any kind of interesting absorbing performance. As detailed in the 

introduction, contrary to permittivity, absorbing performance depend on geometrical factors such as 

thickness. Therefore in order to verify the absorbing performance of the produced materials at 

differen thicknesses, a simulation, based on the measured dielectric properties, was carried out. The 

results are summarized in tables Table 5-8 BGE,  

 

Table 5-9 Chlorofom and  

Table 5-10 Filtrated, where the possible maximum absorption performance are reported with the 

respective thickness.   
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Fig. 5-15 Reflection loss BGE method produced samples, 4 mm thickness 

 

Table 5-8 Peak absorption BGE method produced samples, and thickness it is achieved 

Sample Thickness (mm) 
Frequency at peak 

(GHz) 
Peak absorption (dB) 

NF1-SP 10 11,4 -6,5 

NF2-SP 10 8,2 -14 

NF3-SP 8 10 -35,5 
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NF4-SP 2 9,2 -18 
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Fig. 5-16 Reflection loss chloroform method produced samples, 4 mm thickness 

 

Table 5-9 Peak absorption chloroform method produced samples, and thickness it is achieved 

Sample Thickness (mm) 
Frequency at peak 

(GHz) 
Peak absorption (dB) 

NF1-SCL 9 11,3 -12,7 

NF2-SCL 6 11,4 -19,9 
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Fig. 5-17 Reflection loss filtratin method produced samples, 4 mm thickness 

 

Table 5-10 Peak absorption filtration method produced samples, and thickness it is achieved 

Sample Thickness (mm) 
Frequency at peak 

(GHz) 
Peak absorption (dB) 

NF1-SF 9 10,3 13,8 

NF2-SF 7 11,4 19,9 

NF3-SF 8 10 21,1 

NF4-SF 6 10,4 20,7 

 

The results clearly show that almost all CNF samples produced present good absorption 

performance only with substantial thicknesses, practically limiting the application of such materials 

as MAM. Only NF4-SP shows good absorbing properties with a reasonable small thickness of 2 

mm, with an absorption peak of -18 dB at 9,2 GHz 

5.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter three different production methods were investigated to produce CNF 

nanocomposites. 

CNF were dispersed using either BGE or chloroform, and solvent was removed by evaporation or 

filtration. The resulting samples showed different meso and micro-structures whose effect to the 
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dielectric properties was attempted. SEM observations of better dispersed samples are matched by 

higher dielectric values on a same filler basis, due to the larger polarisable surface area (increase of 

e’) and to the higher conductivity (increase of e’’). Unsatisfying absorption performance at 4 mm 

sample thickness of all almost all samples was found, and a simulation of the effect of material 

thickness on this quantity was carried out. The results show that, with the exception of the case of 

4%wt BGE material that offers interesting performance with a thickness of 2mm, none of the other 

samples produced has any significant EM absorption performance at thickness thin enough to be 

useful in engineering applications. 
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6 Carbon nanotubes samples 

The carbon filler commonly used in CPC is carbon black, but due to its close to spherical shape the 

weight percent needed to achieve good electrical properties is quite high, causing manufacturing 

problems, and reduced mechanical properties. The focus is now to find a better performing filler to 

decrease filler content and at the same time increase electrical and mechanical properties. Em 

properties of carbon filled polymers shall increase in a significant way by using rod-like fillers such 

as nanofibers or nanotubes (CNT), due to their higher aspect ratio compared to carbon black [1, 2]. 

The increase in electrical properties shall be even more marked when using CNT due to their 

excellent electrical properties .  

The most important obstacle to overcome before it is possible to take full advantage of CNT filled 

polymers is CNT agglomeration and dispersion into the polymer matrix. The easier and economic 

method to produce CNT is by carbon vapour deposition, the CNT produced by this method are 

highly tangled and assembled in “ropes” due to strong van der Waal’s interaction among them [3]. 

It is then critical to achieve a good percolation pattern at the lowest weight percent possible that 

those ropes are separated into their constituent CNT, Several techniques are published to disperse 

CNT from ball milling [4] mechanical stirring [5], sonication [6] chemical doping [7], coagulation 

or precipitation [8, 9], these methods vary greatly in complexity and results achieved, as may be 

gathered by the widely different percolation threshold published. As the best compromise between 

time, cost, complexity and results achieved, it was decided, to use industrial grade surfactants. 

Surfactant use is a single step process that can be easily integrated into the overall composite 

processing without much alteration. Surfactants work by coating the CNT with molecules, which 

can induce repulsion that counterbalance the strong van der Waals attraction. A diblock copolymer 

has been used as a surfactant in CNT application with good results by Zhao [10], DisperBYK 2150 

structure is composed by “lyophobic (solvent-repelling) and lyophilic (solvent-attracting) blocks. 

The lyophobic part adsorbs onto the surfaces of CNT while the lyophilic is swollen by the solution. 

“The repulsion among the lyophilic blocks overcomes the van der waals attractive force between 

CNT, so the CNT are kept separated” [11, 12]. The adsorption of the lyophobic blocks on the CNTs 

doesn’t seem to influence the percolation properties greatly as shown by surface resistivity 

measurements in Sluzarenko [12]. Two other surfactant, typically used to disperse carbon black, 

were employed, samples made without surfactant were also produced to gauge the effectiveness of 

the surfactant. 
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6.1 Experimental 

6.1.1 materials and fabrication procedure 

Multiwall CNT used in this study were Nanocyl 3150, their properties are summarized in Table 6-1. 

 

Table 6-1 Nanocyl 3150 data as reported by datasheet  

Average diameter 9 nm 

Average length <1µm 

Purity >95% 

 

Short and thin CNT were chosen as they are more mobile compared to longer CNT and promote 

network formation [13]. As reported above, a diblock copolymer was employed as surfactant with a 

ratio 0,6 to the weight of the filler. Solvent was ethanol absolute, both because it is reported to be 

fully compatible with the surfactant [10, 11] and has a low boiling point, speeding the evaporation 

process. Samples with CNT content from 0,25%, to 1,5%w were produced. Sets of samples with the 

same range of filler content were also produced using BYK 9076 and BYK 9077 surfactants. As 

reference, samples with the same filler weight content were produced without the aid of surfactant. 

Table 6-2 summarises all samples produced with the relative nomenclature.  

 

Table 6-2 Summary of CNT samples produced 

Name Surfactant used Weight % of filler produced Name example 

NT None 0,25; 0,5; 0,75; 1; 1,5 NT1-S 

SU DisperBYK2150 0,25; 0,5; 0,75; 1; 1,5 SU0,5-S 

B6 BYK9076 0,25; 0,5; 0,75; 1; 1,5 B60,75-S 

B7 BYK9077 0,25; 0,5; 0,75; 1; 1,5 B70,25-S 

 

The process can be summarized in a few points: nanocyl 3150 multi wall CNT and surfactant were 

weighted and placed in a beaker, solvent was added to a ratio of 1 ml of ethanol to 1 mg of 

MWCNT, and sonicated 1 hour using a Sonics VC 750 sonicator wand set at 70% of the tip 

oscillation, ice was used to prevent heating of the suspension. Afterwards the weighted resin was 

added and the dispersion stirred using a magnetic stirrer. Solvent completely evaporation was 

determined by weight, and then hardener was added. Cure was carried out at 80°C for 24 h. 
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6.1.2 Characterization 

Surfactant effectiveness and the effect of the sonicator process were first evaluated by TEM 

(Hitachi H7500), assessing by visual inspection the different degree of dispersion after sonication. 

Efficiency of CNTs dispersion in the cured polymer matrix was estimated by FEG-SEM analysis of 

gold-coated fracture surfaces of samples previously fractured under liquid nitrogen. 

Dielectric properties were measured as described in §3.1.4.  

6.2 Results and discussion 

6.2.1 Dispersion in solvent and in resin 

The effect of surfactant as well as the dispersion process employed in samples manufacturing has 

been evaluated by TEM. Fig. 6-1 shows a 100k magnification of CNT, as delivered by the 

manufacturer before any treatment. It is possible to notice CNT are tightly bundled in “ropes”.  

 

 
Fig. 6-1 100K magnification TEM of unsonicated Nanocyl 3150 CNT 

 

Fig. 6-2a reports a 70k magnification of the CNT in ethanol dispersion as obtained after 1h 

sonication without any aid of surfactant (NT samples): CNT ropes are not present anymore, 

although CNT are still bundled together in aggregates. Fig. 6-2b (SU samples) evidences the 
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dispersion achieved when adding the surfactant, following the above reported procedure. In this 

latter case, a satisfying dispersion was attained: single nanotubes are visible together with fragments 

of CNT, indicating the beginning of their cutting. On the bottom, Fig. 6-2c the CNT dispersion is 

not helped at all by BYK 9076 (B6), on the bottom right (Fig. 6-2d) CNT dispersed using BYK 

9077 (B7) show a very good dispersion and CNT fragments of almost equal length uniformly 

distributed, very few aggregates of very small dimensions are present. 

 

 
Fig. 6-2 TEM 60K magnification of ethanol and CNT dispersions. From left to right from top to bottom NT (a), 

SU (b), B6 (c) and B7 (d) samples 

 

The stability of CNT dispersion in ethanol was checked in time by visual inspection. As shown in 

Fig. 6-3, the stability of the dispersions without surfactant or with BYK 9076 surfactant ( NT and 

B6 samples, respectively a and c in Fig. 6-3) after 5 days is very poor, due to the presence of CNT 
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bundles that precipitate in a short time. On the contrary, the DisperBYK2150 and BYK9077 

surfactant assisted dispersions ( SU and B7 samples, b and d in Fig. 6-3) present single nanotubes or 

small agglomerates of them able to float for a much longer time. 

 
Fig. 6-3 MWCNT precipitation after 5 days from left to right type NT (a), SU (b), B6 (c) and B7 (d) 

 

Fig. 6-4 reports the micrographs of 1%wt CNT samples, NT, SU and B6 samples micrograph are in 

agreement with the assessment of dispersion quality made by TEM (Fig. 6-4 a,b,c respectively), 

while type B7 dispersion inside the resin is much worse than what it is in ethanol, Fig. 6-4d  
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Fig. 6-4 Cryo-factured surfaces of 1% CNT loaded samples SEM micrograph 5K magnification, from left to 

right and top to bottom type NT (a), SU (b), B6 (c) and B7 (d). 

 

In detail NT sample (Fig. 6-4a) shows agglomerates of CNT in the resin, on the other hand SU 

sample (Fig. 6-4b) demonstrate the effect of surfactant: CNT are almost evenly distributed on the 

surface. B6 samples (Fig. 6-4c) micrograph IS in agreement with TEM analysis, IT shows that the 

poor dispersion of the CNT in ethanol is transferred into the finished samples. B7 samples (Fig. 

6-4d) instead show bundles of not dispersed CNT even if the dispersion as analysed by TEM is the 

best of the group. Since the samples produced only differed by the ratio of CNT to solvent used (as 

required to obtain clearer pictures by TEM) it is possible that BYK9077 works better in more 

diluted colloidal dispersions. 

Fig. 6-5 reports a magnification of a light grey area of Fig. 6-4. It is possible to verify that these 

areas are agglomerates of CNT that appear as a web of CNT with multiple contacts points. 
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Fig. 6-5 80kx magnification of a bundle of an agglomeration of nanotubes from NT0,75-S sample 

6.2.2 Em measurements and Relationship between microstructure and dielectric properties: 

Type NT and SU samples 

Fig. 6-6and Fig. 6-7 report respectively the real and imaginary part of permittivity as a function of 

frequency. On the same %w filler basis, samples produced with DisperBYK 2150 surfactant present 

higher ε’ and lower ε” than those found in NT specimens. As a consequence loss tangent is higher 

in samples without surfactant. 

These initially astonishing results have to be most probably referred to the different microstructure 

obtained in the two cases. The author in A previous work [14], as well as other authors [15, 16], 

suggest that it is possible to analyze the matrix-filler samples with an equivalent circuit analogy. If 

the system is modelled as an equivalent electrical circuit the resistance should decrease while the 

capacitance increases with filler loading. This kind of behaviour is reflected in ε’, the real part of 

the complex permittivity (ε*), that is related to the capacity of the material to store energy. This 

term should increase when increasing the number of capacitors and, hence, filler content or filler 

dispersion. Better dispersed samples produce more equivalent capacitors and more dead end 

branches, as evidenced in [17] FOR CB SAMPLES (cfr §1.5XXX). 
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Fig. 6-6 Real permittivity of SU  compared to NT samples. 

 

The complex part (ε”), instead, takes into account dissipation and conductivity of the medium.  
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Fig. 6-7 Imaginary permittivity of SU compared to NT samples 
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Regarding energy dissipation it was proven that the major effect is the capacity of quickly dissipate 

the energy. Gojny et al. At low frequency in [18] showed that not always an optimum dispersion is 

wanted (especially in the case of very thin fillers). Dissipation, in fact, happens mainly through 

joule effect and if a good, but not perfect, disagglomeration of CNT is achieved, a large amount of 

electrical shortcuts occur(Fig. 6-8a), dissipating the energy quickly. On the other hand, the better 

dispersed CNT offer only few electrical shortcuts, since the single nanotubes are separates one to 

the other by a thin layer of resin and the energy is stored inside the CNT and dissipates slowly (Fig. 

6-8b) 

The belief that there is an optimum dispersion threshold, that produces the highest effect on 

dissipation and conduction for any given weight percent, made its way. Above that threshold, 

dispersion starts to become counterproductive. 

 

 
Fig. 6-8 schematics of different dispersion inside the produced samples a) NT, b) SU 

 

Table 6-3 and Table 6-4  reassumes the numerical results of the electromagnetic experimentation. 

 

Table 6-3 Percent increases in filler weight load, average real and imaginary samples produced without 

surfactant 

Filler weight % Weight increment Average ε’ ε’ increment Average ε" ε" increment 

0,25%  3,82  0,47  

0,50% 100% 5,19 36% 1,55 234% 

0,75% 50% 7,64 47% 2,87 84% 

1,00% 33% 9,71 27% 4,90 71% 

1,50% 50% 15,49 59% 10,27 109% 

 

Table 6-4 Percent increases in filler weight load, average real and imaginary samples produced using BYK2150 

Filler weight % Weight increment Average ε’ ε’ increment Average ε" ε" increment 

0,25%  4,25  0,31  
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0,50% 100% 5,87 38% 0,93 199% 

0,75% 50% 7,95 35% 1,64 77% 

1,00% 33% 8,79 11% 3,21 95% 

1,50% 50% 18,70 113% 9,35 191% 

 

6.2.2.1 SU and NT samples Reflection loss performance 

The absorbing performance of SU and NT samples were evaluated, as usual, by measuring s11 of 

metal backed samples.  Since 4mm samples did not report significant absorbing, it was decided to 

report the results of the numerical simulation carried out considering a thickness of 2.5mm (Fig. 

6-9). This because it is an interesting small thickness that produced good absorbing.  
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Fig. 6-9 Absorbing performance of selected samples with a 2,5 mm thickness 

 

Good absorption peaks were achieved by NT0,75-S and SU1-S at 2,5 mm thickness. As usual, it 

was found that too conductive samples become mostly reflective, while if the filler is present in a 

small amount does not produce a sufficiently lossy medium. It is interesting to remark that the 

absorbing performance of NT0,75-S and SU1-S at are similar, even if the two samples have 

different CNT amount. This is due to the fact that SU1-S presents a better dispersion of CNT in the 

resin that, as previously discussed, leads to a decrease of EM performance. Finally, it is worth 

noting that NT0,75-S shows a wide 10 dB absorption bandwidth from 9,5 to 12 GHz. 
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6.2.3 B6 Dielectric and EM properties 

B6 samples were compared to the reference NT samples, as done with SU samples in the previous 

paragraph. 

An assessment of the dispersion produced using BYK 9076 compared to samples produced without 

(Fig. 6-2a and c) shows that B6 samples are marginally better dispersed than NT samples. In fact, 

both specimens present aggregates of CNT that are smaller and more numerous in the case of b6 

samples. 
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Fig. 6-10 Real permittivity of B6  compared to NT samples. 

 

This improvement is reflected in ε’ or ε”, that are always higher than the respective NT samples.  
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Fig. 6-11 Imaginary permittivity of B6 compared to NT samples. 

 

Table 6-5 summarizes the percent increments of weight, real and imaginary permittivity as filler 

increases. 

 

Table 6-5 Percent increases in filler weight load, average real and imaginary samples produced using BYK9076 

Filler weight % Weight increment Average ε’ ε’ increment Average ε" ε" increment 

0,25%  3,70  1,16  

0,50% 100% 5,88 59% 1,53 32% 

0,75% 50% 9,15 56% 3,70 141% 

1,00% 33% 12,26 34% 6,41 73% 

1,50% 50% 17,98 47% 14,43 125% 

6.2.4 Type B7 Dielectric and EM properties 

Samples produced using BYK9077 have good values of real permittivity (Fig. 6-12) and this ties 

well with the dispersion of CNT as can be seen from Fig. 6-3d, the quality of BYK9077 aided 

dispersion of CNT into the resin is lower than B6 samples but better than NT. The EM results 

reflect the microstructure except for B71-S that show a value of ε’ and ε” lower than B70,75-S that 

can be easily understood by checking the samples microstructure as reported in Fig. 6-14, B70,75-S 

is very well dispersed and doesn’t follow the pattern of dispersion of the other B7 samples.  
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Fig. 6-12 Real permittivity of B7 compared to NT samples. 
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Fig. 6-13 Imaginary permittivity of B7 compared to NT samples. 
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Fig. 6-14 SEM micrograph of a) B70,75-S and b) B71-S 

6.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter the effect of surfactant on the dispersion and resulting properties of CNT filled 

composites were studied. Of the three surfactants used BYK2150 was found to greatly help 

dispersion, BYK9076 and BYK 9077 instead don’t improve the dispersion in a significant way, at 

least for low percents of filler loading. It was also found that the effect of dispersion on the 

dielectric properties of a composite has a threshold, it was clearly shown comparing SU and NT that 

the better dispersed samples have higher values of real permittivity but lower values of imaginary 

permittivity. A link between this phenomenon with the microstructure is then made. Less dispersed 

samples don’t reach this threshold and follow the usual path described in the previous chapter 

where better dispersion leads to higher values of real and imaginary permittivity. 
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7 CB CNF CNT comparison 

CB is the most common filler, it is cheap and easy to incorporate into the matrix, but its aspect ratio 

is low. On the other hand CNT aspect ratio is very high as are its electrical properties but it needs 

complicated processing before being included into the resin. CNF somehow lie in the middle, since 

they present electric properties close to CNT’s ones, are also somewhat easier to disentangle but 

they are thicker. 

In order to develop superior (i.e. thinner, cheaper) absorbing materials, a better understanding of the 

structure-property relationship is needed, here we compare CB, CNF and CNT filled epoxy with the 

aim of linking the dielectric and thus EM properties attained by the different composites with their 

microstructure.  

 Fig. 7-1 and Fig. 7-2 report ε’ and ε’’ for samples loaded with different nanofiller type and amount, 

that present similar ε’. Table 7-1 reassumes the major characteristics of the samples, while Table 

7-2 report the resistivity of the different filler.  

 

Table 7-1 Summary of samples produced, name filler type, filler contemt  

Name Filler type Filler content %w 

XE-5S Degussa XE2-B (CB) 5 

SP3-S Super-P (CB) 3 

NF1-SM Pyrograf III (CNF) 1 

SU0,5-S Nanocyl 3150 (CNT) 0,5 

 

Table 7-2 Electric resistivity of the various fillers employed 

 XE2-B 
Super-P (Super-P 

datasheet) 
CNF [1] MWCNT [1] 

Electric 

resistivity 

( cm⋅Ω ) 

Not published 20110 ,, −  4101 −×  43 101102 −− ×−×  
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Fig. 7-1 Real permittivity of the different samples in X-band 

 

The ε’ data highlight that  to attain similar values of real permittivity very different amount of the 

diverse nanofillers need to be employed: 0,5%w of well dispersed CNT ,1%w CNF with the same 

quality of dispersion, 5%w of XE or 3% of Super-p CB are needed. This reflects the fact that CNT 

present the higher performance due to their superior aspect ratio. 

 

Table 7-3 Percent variance of real permittivity  

 
SU 

average 
NF 

average 

NF/SU 
Variance 

% 

XE 
average 

XE/SU 
variance 

% 

SP 
average 

SP/SU 
variance 

% 
eq 0,5%w 

ε’ 
5,87 5,73 -2 5,33 -9 5,25 -10 

eq 0,5%w 

ε” 
0,93 0,27 -71 2,93 215 0,99 6 
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Fig. 7-2 Imaginary permittivity of the different samples in X-band 

 

The values of the imaginary permittivity are not close banded around the value of SU0,5-S, and 

show how the different network patterns and intrinsic filler conductivity influence the dielectric 

properties of the composite. Samples now show a bigger dispersion in imaginary permittivity with a 

range of values that are 71% less or 215% more than the average value of SU0,5-S.  

As noted above and demonstrated in Fig. 7-3 CNF are easier to disentangle than CNT, the 1 KX 

magnification micrograph show highly dispersed samples with just a very small aggregate in the 

upper right corner. Using the same tool, the equivalent circuit analogy, as used in the previous 

chapters, it is possible to relate the very low value of NF1-SM compared to SU0,5-S by the very 

good dispersion of fibres achieved, as it is possible to notice in Fig. 7-3 , as discussed in §6.2.2 

there is a threshold after which the dispersion increases the value of real permittivity but decreases 

imaginary permittivity, other factors that shall be taken in consideration are  
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Fig. 7-3 1 KX  magnification of NF1-SM   

 

Electric conductivity of CNF is already close to that of CNT (cfr. Table 7-2 [1]), but is should be 

even closer, since they are thermal treated to increase their electric conductivity by removing the 

amorphous outer layer and obtain a fully graphitic structure (cfr. §5.1.1). Size shall be advantageous 

to the CNF since they are longer than CNT and so there should be more possibility of electrical 

contact between fibres, in Fig. 7-4 it is shown that the average length of CNF even after heavy 

cutting by sonication is still at least 4 times longer than the value of CNT length as stated on the 

datasheet. 
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Fig. 7-4 CNF length measurement 

 

Samples filled with CB show that in the case of Xe much higher conductivity was achieved that can 

be due to the high quantity of filler as well as to its internal microstructure that, as reported in the 

chapter devoted to CB, is formed by smaller and more numerous clusters that facilitate hopping and 

tunnelling conduction. 
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8 Conclusions 

Samples loaded with different carbonaceous nanofillers (carbon black powders, nanofibres and 

nanotubes) were tested in X-band using the waveguide method in order to asses the dielectric 

properties, i.e. Complex permittivity, and the microwave absorbing performance of the realized 

materials. A link between permittivity and microstructure (assessed by FEG-SEM) was then 

attempted, using the equivalent circuit analogy. By means of this theory, the network of conductive 

paths inside the composite may be seen as a series of capacitors and resistors made by the 

nanofillers or their aggregates. The shape of the network, which is the dispersion of the filler, 

influences the number and efficiency of these capacitors and, as a consequence, the real 

permittivity. Imaginary part of permittivity, instead, takes into account conductivity and dissipations 

and is therefore directly related to the intrinsic conductivity of the filler, as well as once again to its 

dispersion in the resin that can facilitate electrical charges transportation. 

 Two different CB fillers were used, respectively with a very high specific surface area (XE) and 

small specific surface area (SP). Xe filled samples produced small short branched clusters, while sp 

microstructure was formed by long thick and meandering aggregates. In both cases the clusters are 

close to cylindrical shape and may be seen as parallel cylinders capacitors in the resin. If this 

approach is taken, then the difference in real permittivity can be explained since the sp meanders 

are longer and thicker offsetting the fact they are not as closely spaced as Xe. Xe samples have 

higher values of imaginary permittivity because, as noted above, they are closely spaced permitting 

the activation of hopping and tunnelling conduction modes. Cb samples show good performances as 

EM absorbers, reaching a peak of -38 dB using a sample 4 mm thick. 

Fibrous fillers were then tested, starting with CNF. One crucial aspect of employing fibrous filler is 

disagglomeration to exploit their potential in forming a better network. To disagglomerate CNF 

three different methods were employed producing different level of disagglomearation, and 

different values of real and imaginary permittivity. This time the agglomerates and patters are more 

ovoid than cylindrical and what matters is the interface surface with the resin that causes 

polarization. Well dispersed samples expose more cnf surface to the resin and to other CNF and as a 

consequence present higher permittivity. Imaginary permittivity is higher on better dispersed 

samples because it causes more contacts between fibres. It has to be noted that, despite the use of 

many methodologies, the dispersion achieved with CNF in this work was not completely satisfying, 

limiting the EM results. Absorbing measurements, in fact, showed that the realized CNF samples 

did not offer interesting absorbing performance at reasonable thicknesses, and this is due to the poor 

dispersion of the filler in the matrix. CNT were then tried and dispersion was helped by the use of 
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three different surfactants and a more powerful sonicator. Samples produced without surfactant 

were employed as reference.  It was found that one of the surfactants works very well, and the 

samples produced show a high dispersed pattern. In this case the relative permittivity is higher than 

the reference samples on a same percent content of filler basis, while the imaginary permittivity is 

lower. This results was explained considering that if a too good dispersion is reached, to the limit of 

single CNT in the resin,  a high number of equivalent capacitors is produced resulting in high e’. 

Nevertheless, in this case, most of the CNT are covered by a layer of resin and the number of 

shortcuts between nanotubes is limited, restricting the dissipation that happens the most through 

joule effect.  This result induce to think that there is an optimum level of nanofiller dispersion, 

above which the dielectric properties, at least ε”, decrease. This result was confirmed in a CNF 

sample produced with the aid of surfactant in which, the perfect dispersion brought to achieve much 

higher real permittivity and much lower imaginary permittivity than those obtained in the former 

not well dispersed other CNF samples.  

With CNT a peak of -34 dB is reached with a thickness of 2,5 mm , it has almost 2 GHz of band 

where the attenuation is more than 10 db.  
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